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� �	�����  �� ������ ������ NUCLEAR POWER CORPORATION OF INDIA LIMITED 

(���� ����� �� ��� A Government of India Enterprise) 

���� ������ �����घ� MADRAS ATOMIC POWER STATION 

������ - 603 102 ��� !�"��  	#$� (�	�$%�&") Kalpakkam – 603 102 Kancheepuram Dist. (T.N.)  
	%��� CIN: U40104MH1987GOI149458                                            ()
��*+ ��� Website Address: www.npcil.nic.in 

��#!�� � ��,-$,: 16(�� �$, �) / 0-1, 	(1 ( 2 ,���� �) / 0, �3 ��)&, �4$�
�, �"5 
6- 400 005 
Registered Office: 16

th
 Floor, Centre-1, World Trade Centre, Cuffe Parade, Colaba, Mumbai- 400 005. 

���
 ����!� "��!� HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

 

    

 

#
$� �  ��-���� ������� �  ����� �� &��'� �$����: 11/07/2019 �� 17:00 �� ह0 1 
Last date for Closing of ON-LINE Registration of Application is 11.07.2019 at 1700 Hrs. 

 

����9" :#- 	(��;, ���� ����� �)  =��;>� /,?	@,� �A(� �A�B�)C% D3 *�	&,� 	$	�+)& E� �"F, ��(>#	%� ���, %�	��!, 
G�4	;�! E� ह! I� �)  =��;>� ���� �)  %�	��!, 	�EJ+� �� KL$  ,%, =	����%, 	%�-9, �	�CM%;,  �$%, =%"�N9, %(!%!��9, 
OP"	%�!��9 �L� �Q,%, ��,�R O," 
S�%�, =�	CT 
�P% U� &!�	�CM%; �V ��! �ह$"W� �! 	(K��� N��� �X�� हY Z  �0�� ����9" 
	
#$!घ� (��	
घ), /,?	@,� �A(� �A�B�)C% D3 *�	&,� 	$	�&)+ �! E� *��6 हY Z  *%  "%G�! ��V K�)J[� �V �ह��;! ह4%) �)  	$E �0�� 
����9" 	
#$!घ� =�%! 	�	\,] �4 ��%) �)  	$E 	%^��	�� 
0'��� "��2� /'�����-“��” (���ह-��) '5� 
0'��� "��2� /
06���� �ह���-“��” 
(���ह-��) '5� 
06���� �ह���/�� (���2� ��7
2�) (���ह-��) �$8 ह)�" ������ #
$� O��	R� ���� हY:- 

Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited a Premier Public Sector Enterprise, under the Department of Atomic 

Energy, Government of India having comprehensive capability in all facets of Nuclear Technology namely, Site Selection, 

Design, Construction, Commissioning, Operation, Maintenance, Renovation, Modernization & Up-gradation, Plant Life 

Extension, Waste Management and Decommissioning of  Nuclear  Reactors  in India under one roof.  Madras Atomic Power 

Station (MAPS) is one of the Unit under Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited.  MAPS invites ON-LINE 

APPLICATION to fill its vacancies for the posts of Stipendiary Trainees /Technician-“B” (Group-C) and Stipendiary 

Trainees/ Scientific Assistant-“B” (Group-B) and Scientific Assistant/C (Safety Supervisor) (Group-B) to share these 

challenging spectrum of responsibilities. 

 
 

	�	\ �� 	((�9 VACANCY DETAILS 
 

(Y�	%� 	CN" / ��%!	C,%-
!    - 42 ��F,�           STIPENDIARY TRAINEES / TECHNICIAN – B      -  42 Nos. 

(Y�	%� 	CN" / (Y_�	%� �ह�,�-
!    - 25 ��F,�    STIPENDIARY TRAINEES / SCIENTIFIC ASSISTANT – B   -  25 Nos. 
(Y_�	%� �ह�,�/�! (���N� �,>()N�) - 01 ��F,�     SCIENTIFIC ASSISTANT/C (SAFETY SUPERVISOR)    -  01 No. 

 
�$ ��.01) 
0'��� "��2� / '�������-“��”  

POST SR.NO.1)  STIPENDIARY TRAINEES / TECHNICIAN- “B” 
 

�$8 �� �� � ��.- 42 [42 �$8 �< � 3 �$ �<>���7  �$?���@�� - 1(A); 1 (��); 1(��) ह'� #��2' ह0] 
TOTAL NO. OF POSTS – 42  [Among 42 Posts,  3 Posts are Reserved for PwBDs –  1  (a) ; 1  (b) ; 1 (c)] 

 


@7 Category ���D Vacancy ��E�� ����� Backlog �� � Total 

&�� SC 7 2 9 

&��
 (@0�
) OBC (NCL) 10 2 12 

#�
 EWS 3 - 3 

&�� UR 18 - 18 

���D Total 38 4 42 

 

��R ��> ��!, *� 	(_��% �)  “#
$� �0 � ��<” �4 `,�% �) �SV U� 	a%���: 27/06/2019 (10:00
#)) �) 11/07/2019 
(17:00
#)) �� ��-���� O()a% K�"� ��V Z 
The  eligible  candidates   are   required   to  go  through   “How to Apply” of  this  Advertisement  and  

submit ON-LINE Application from 27.06.2019 (10:00 Hrs.) to 11.07.2019  (17:00 Hrs.). 

�
6��� ��.02/����घ/����"/2019 
 ADVERTISEMENT NO.02/MAPS/HRM/2019 
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�$ ह'� �0�2� &ह7'� EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION FOR THE POST : 

 

G.��. 
S.No. 

�
!�  
Discipline 

�$8 �� ��. 
No. of posts 

�0�2� &ह7'�  
Educational Qualification 

1. a) ����H ">��� 
Plant Operator  

11 i) �c ��`,	�� ��9�R (E E��!) ,� ����!, 	(��$, ��9�R 
(O6E��!) (	(_�% 	(d, �)  ��L) =$;-=$; e� �) 	(_�% �L� ;	9� 
�V 50% �) �� =�� %हg ह4%�  �	हE Z  
HSC (10+2) or ISC (with Science subjects) with not less than 
50% marks in Science and Mathematics individually. 

 

ii) ��`,	�� 	(��$, ��9�R (E�E��!) K�� �! ��!N� �V �� �) �� E� 
	(d, �)  e� �V =�h)#! ह4%!  �	हE Z 
Shall have English as one of the Subjects at least  at SSC level 

Examination.  

 

2. b)  ��IJ����� Electrician  7 i) ��`,	�� 	(��$, ��9�R (E�E��!) (10 (d>) �V =$;-=$; e� �) 
	(_�% 	(d, �L� ;	9� �V /,?%�� 50% =�� ह4%� हY U� *$)J[!	C,% / 
*$)J[A	%� �Y�) 	%� / ����9 �Y�) 	%� / 	3+� / �C!	%T / ()�&� / 
i�jk��Y% / %$��# / 
S6 �V 2 (d> �� U�4	;� 	CN9 ��KL�% 
(O6+!O6) ��lm� �� ��9�R Z 
SSC (10 years)  with  minimum  50%  marks  in  Science 

subjects and Mathematics  individually  and  2 years  ITI   

Certificate Course in Electrician/ Electronic Mechanic/ 

Instrument Mechanic/ Fitter/ Machinist/ Welder/ Draftsman/ 

Plumber/ Carpenter.  
 

ii) 2 (d> �) �� �! U�4	;� 	CN9 ��KL�% (O6+!O6) ��lm� �! 
=(	P �! 2,(��, �! =n,Lo �4 ��lm� ���p ह4%) �)  
�a �� �) �� 
E� ��$ �"��;� ��,> =%"�( ह4%�  �	हE Z 
For trades for which the duration of the ITI course is less than 2 

years, the candidates shall have at least one year relevant 

working experience after completion of the course. 
 

iii) ��`,	�� 	(��$, ��9�R (E�E��!) K�� �! ��!N� �V �� �) �� E� 
	(d, �)  e� �V =�h)#! ह4%!  �	हE Z  
Shall have English as one of the subjects at least at  SSC level 

Examination. 

 

c)  ��IJ	��� �0� ��� /  
K���� �0� ���  

     Electronics Mechanic / 

     Instrument Mechanic 

9 

d)  ���� Fitter 8 

e)  �����L Machinist 1 

f)  
M�� Welder 1 

g)  N�OP��0� Draftsman 1 

h)  ����� Plumber 2 

I)  �QR Carpenter 2 

 

�<>���7  �$?���@�� (���SM������) Persons With Benchmark Disabilities (PwBDs): 

 

*$)J+A	%� �Y�) 	%� �4 I4q�� ���4\ �a] ह)�" 
V ���>  	a2,��;#% =n,rL,] �! O()a% �� ���) हs Z  t,)� �a (2,(��,) ह)�" �ह �%) ;E 

V ���>  	a2,��;#% �� (;> %! ) 	aE ;E हY:- 
PwBDs Candidates may also apply for the above said posts except Electronics Mechanic.  The category of PwBDs identified 

for each post (Trade) is given below:- 
 

�$ �� ���  
Name of  the Post 

�ह>�� @A �$?���@  
Disability Identified 

��� �'�� (����)  
Legend 

��,�R  �$� Plant Operator WE$, E E  OL, HH �!&u�,?
!&!E� - 
V ���>  	a2,��;#% 

PwBDs – Persons with Benchmark 

Disabilities 
 

(a) %)Rह!% �L� /,?% a�	T 

Blindness and Low vision. 

(b) 
	P� �L� �"%%) �V 	a�� 

Deaf & hard of hearing. 

(c) �vK�w� =�;घ��, �" � �4; �� �	��, 

G%��%, E	�& ह�$) �� 	C��� �L� 
�����)C!, a"r(��� �	ह� $4�4�4+� 
( $%) 	a2,��;�� Z 
Locomotor disability including 

cerebral palsy, leprosy cured, 

*$)J[!	C,% Electrician WE$, E E  OL, HH 

����9 �Y�) 	%�  
Instrument Mechanic 

WE$, E E  OL, HH 

	3+� Fitter 
WE$, 
!E$, 
!, E$(!, E E   

OL, BL, B, LV, HH 

�C!	%T Machinist 
WE$, E$(!, E E , 
! 
OL, LV, HH, B 

()�&� Welder WE$, E E  OL, HH 

%$��# Plumber WE$, E E  OL, HH 


S6 Carpenter WE$, E E  OL, HH 
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dwarfism, acid attack victims and 

muscular dystrophy. 
 

WE$ = E� �Y� OL= One Leg,   

E E  = y(9 a4d HH= Hearing Impaired 


!E$ = a4%] �Y� BL= Both Legs,  


! = %)Rह!% B= Blind,               

E$(! = /,?% a�	T LV= Low Vision.   
 

�ह �%) ;E 	a2,��;#% ��R ह! �a �)  	$E O()a% �� ���) हs Z 
The persons with Identified Disability only can apply corresponding to the post. 

	%zC\�� �! �	���d�, 	a%���: 29/12/2005 �� ��,-$, _��% ��.36035/3/2004-KL��%�(O�N9) U� ���� �����, ��r�� �L� 	CN9 
	(��; �)  ��.36035/02/2017-6E�E�(O�6E�) 	a%���: 20/06/2017 {��� |��! ��,-$, _��% �)  =%"��� हY Z  
The definition of disability is as per O.M.No.36035/3/2004-Estt(Res) dated 29.12.2005 and O.M. issued by GOI – DoPT 

No.36035/02/2017-ESS (Res) dated 20.06.2017 mentioned in Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act 2016. 
 


@7 ��� �'�� (����) Category Legend 
 

��� �'�� Legend 

=#� SC =%"�?	 � #�	� Scheduled Caste 

=	�( (;Y%() OBC (NCL) =/, 	�Iq) (;> (;Y�-%(4Q� (;>) Other Backward Class (Non-Creamy Layer) 

O�( EWSs OrL� e� �) ��#4� (;> Economically Weaker Sections 

=%� UR =%��	N� Unreserved 

 

�

��  

DETAILS 


0'��� "��2� / '������� “��”  

STIPENDIARY TRAINEES/ TECHNICIAN “B” 

#��  
Age 

	a%���:  11/07/2019 �4 18 �) 24 (d> ह4%�  �	हE Z 
Should be between 18 to 24 years as on 11.07.2019.    

&�!�'� #�� ���� �< E� � 
Relaxation in Maximum 

Age Limit 

G.��.  
Sl.No 


@7  
Category 

#�� �< E� � 

Age Relaxation 

1. =%"�?	 � #�	� Scheduled Caste 5 (d> 5 Years 

2. =/, 	�Iq) (;> (;Y� %(4Q� (;> (%A% m!�! $),�))  
Other Backward Class (Non Creamy Layer) 

3 (d>  
3 Years 

3. 
V ���>  	a2,��;#% (�!&u�,?
!&!) 
Persons with Benchmark Disabilities (PwBDs) 

10 (d>  
10 Years 

�!&u�,?
!&! - =%"�?	 � #�	� PwBDs- Scheduled Caste 15 (d> 15 Years 

�!&u�,?
!&! - =/, 	�Iq) (;> (;Y� %(4Q� (;> [%A% m!�! $),�]) 
PwBDs- Other Backward Class (Non-Creamy layer) 

13 (d>  
13 Years 

4. �?��?(> �Y	%� =n,Lo  
Ex-Serviceman candidates 

�Y	%� �)(� �! =(	P +3 (d>  
Period of Military Service + 3   

Years 

O()a% K�"� ��%) �! 
=�	�� 	a%��� �4 
O()a� �! =	P��� 
O," 56 (d> �) =	P� %हg 
ह4%!  �	हE �! C�> �� Z 
Subject to the 

condition that 

maximum age of the 

applicant on the last 

date of Submission of 

application shall not 

exceed 56 years. 

5. /,?�A�A*�	$ �V �ह$) �) ह! �)(��� 	%,	�� ��> ��! ह)�" 	(_��% �V 
	%P-	�� �c O," �!�� $�;? %हg ह4;! Z 
Upper age limit as prescribed in the advertisement shall not 

be applicable to regular employees already serving in NPCIL. 

,	a O()a� E� �) =	P� (;> �V O," �!�� �V I? + �)  	$E ��R हY, �4 O," �!�� �V I? + �� ,! ह4;! Z  
In case applicant is eligible for age relaxation in more than one category, the age relaxation 

will be cumulative.  

`,�% aV: CYN	9� ,4�,�� �L� =��] �! 	�C� �V �46 I? + %हg ह4;! U� (ह �%�)  �a �)  	$E O(1,� 
��R��  �)  =%"��� ह4;! Z 
Note: There will be No relaxation in the Educational Qualification and percentage of marks 

and they shall be as per the eligibility requirement for their post. 

"��2� �� &
�!  

Duration of Training 

(Y�	%� 	CN"/��%!	C,% �� �a ह)�"  ,	%� =n,rL,] �4 �0�� ����9" 	
#$!घ� (��	
घ) (,�) 
/,?�A�A*�	$ �)  	��! �! %�	��!, 	CN9 �) /0 �V 2 (d> 	CN9 $)%) �! O(1,��� ह4;! Z  	CN9 �! 
=(	P �V �46 ��! ,� (�	� �! =%"�	� %हg हY Z   
The selected candidates for the post of ST/Technician will be required to undergo 2 years 
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training at Madras Atomic Power Station (MAPS) (or) any of the Nuclear Training Centers 

of NPCIL.  No reduction or increase in the period of  training is permissible. 

"��2� �  $T��� 
0'��� 
Stipend during Training 

1$� (d> ह)�" `.10,500/- 	� ��ह (��)	��)    `.10,500/-p.m. (consolidated) for 1st year. 

2�� (d> ह)�" `.12,500/- 	� ��ह (��)	��)    `.12,500/-p.m. (consolidated) for 2
nd

 year. 
������� ���$�� 

Physical Standards  

/,?%�� :�  �6 160 �)/+!�!+� Minimum height 160 cms. 
/,?%�� (#% 45.5 	�$4 h�� (100 E$
!E� lbs). Minimum weight 45.5 kgs (100 lbs). 

&U��!� �VW� ����8 �< ���R �  "!�� X��� K��VD ������� ���$�� �< E� � $� ��A@� 1 
The above physical standards are relaxable by the Head of  the Unit in highly 

deserving cases.  
 

>�� "�G�� �  $T��� ��Y��$� �  #!�� �� ह� ���SM������ &Z�[5�8 �V ������� ���$�� �< E� � $� 
��A@� 1   
Physical Standard shall be relaxable for PwBDs candidates only based on performance 

during selection process. 

"��2� �  ��� ����� �  
��$ \], 
'� �_�, \] 
'� 
`� &�� ab  
Grade, Pay Band, Grade 

Pay and other 

allowances after 

successful completion of 

training:  

	CN9 �)  aG��% 	%w��a% �)  OP�� �� �3$ 	C9�rL,] �4 �< ��� ���
� �
� (���V�!' 
'�) 
�����
��, 2016 �  &����� 7
< �< ��� 
'� #�V@ �  
'� �0�JI� c'� 3 �< "�
�L 
'� `̀̀̀.21,700/- (U� 
	%;� 	%,��($! �)  =%"��� ��,-��, �� ,L� K(!��,> =/, ��) #Y�) �V 0!, �ह�;�6 ���, 
�$ 	CN� 
�ह�,��, #$��% �ह�,�! (�s +!% �vu�&!), ��,�R ���, �) 	
$ +!(! �! 	��?r�, ��� �� �R �! 
	��?r�, 	 	�t��!, �ह�,��, ��,�R �	�(ह% ���, P"$�6 ���, �	�(�� O
�+%, 	(��$, �"	(P� O	a) 
�� '������� “��” �)  �a �� 	%,"	\ ��%) ह)�" 	( �� 	�,� #�E;� Z  	3� �!, O�)$% �)  	$E 	%P-	�� 
=��] �) �� =�� �p 	�E 	CN"W� �4 O�)$% %हg 	�,� #�E;� U� 	CN9 �) ��,>-�"	\ �! #�E;! Z  
*��)  O;) 	CN"W� �)  O�)$% �� �%! �! #% C	\ �! O(1,���W�, 	�	\,] �! ��$uP��, 
�P% �)  
	%P-�9 �)  =%"��� O�)$% ह)�" 	CN"W� �! ��,"\�� �L� O�)$% ह)�" �N� �	P���! �)  =%"�4a% �)  
=P!% हY Z 
On the basis of the performance during the Training, the successful Trainees are likely to be 

considered for appointment to  the post of  Technician “B”  in the Pay Matrix  Level 3 of       

7
th

 Central Pay Commission Pay as per Central Civil Services (Revised Pay) Rules 

2016 at the entry pay of `21,700/- (plus other allowances like Central Dearness Allowance, 

Children Education Assistance, Canteen subsidy, Site Allowance, Cable TV reimbursement, 

News Paper reimbursement, Medical Assistance, Site Conveyance Allowance, Washing 

Allowance, Family Accommodation, School facility etc. as admissible from time to time as 

per Corporation Rules).   However, Trainees who scored less than the prescribed marks for 

absorption will not be absorbed and will be discharged from Training.  Absorption of the 

Trainees is further subject to the Company’s requirements of manpower, availability of 

vacancies, suitability of Trainees for absorption as per the assessment of the Management 

and approval of the Competent Authority for absorption. 

��! �H `� ���� 
BOND & 

AGREEMENT 

 ,	%� =n,rL,] �4 	CN9 �?�� ��%) U� �0�� ����9" 	
#$!घ� �V �L� ,� /,?	@,� �A(� �A�B�)C% 
D3 *�	&,� 	$	�+)& �! �46 =/, ��घ+� *��*,] �V �)(� ��%) �)  	$E 	%P-	�� �R �V 5 (d> �! =(	P 
ह)�" �)(� 
�P �R 	%w��	a� ��%� O(1,� ह4;� Z  "��2� �  $T��� `� ��$ �<, K�ह< ��'-�$� ���� �< ���7 
��� �� #
d��'� हV@� Z  
The selected candidates will be required to execute a Service Bond for a period of 5 years in 

the prescribed form to complete the Training and to serve the Madras Atomic Power Station 

and or any other constituent Units of Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd. During and 

after training, they will be required to work round the clock shifts. 

 
 ,	%� =n,rL,] �4 (�	��� �� �?�, �L� a), �"K�� ��) ह)�" N	��?r� 
�P �R 	%w��	a� ��%� O(1,� 
ह4;� Z 
The selected candidates will be required to execute an Indemnity Bond for the value of 

Stipend & Book Allowances payable. 
 

 ,	%� =n,rL,] �4 ���� �! 	%w��	a� ��%� O(1,� ह4;� Z 
The selected candidates will be required to enter an Agreement also. 

c5����'�� 
Transfer: 

*� 	(_��% �)  	(e�  ,	%� =n,rL,] �4 /,?	@,� �A(� �A�B�)C% D3 *�	&,� 	$	�+)&, �0�� ����9" 
	
#$!घ�, ������ �! 	�	\,�� �4 ��%) �)  	$E �Y%�� 	�,� #�E;� Z  	3� �!, 	%;� 	ह� �V #Y�� O(1,� 
ह4, ���� �)  	��! �! KL�% �V �)(� ��%) �)  	$E a�,! ह];) U� E� *��6 �) a?��) *��6 �V KL�%����9 �)  
	$E a�,! ह];) Z  
Candidates selected against this advertisement will be posted  at Nuclear Power Corporation 

of India Limited, Madras Atomic Power Station, Kalpakkam to fill its vacancies.  However, 

they are liable to serve in any part of India and liable to transfer from one unit to another, as 

may be required in the interest of the Corporation. 
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>�� �e�'  
Selection Method: 
 

  

 

 ,% ��	� �V 3  �9] �V ��!N� हY Z   ( �9 1 ( 2 - 	$	X� ��!N� U�  �9 3 - 2,(��,/�GC$ ��!N�) Z  
	$	X� ��!N� �V ;$� ��� ह)�" %����t�� =��% ह4;� Z 
The selection process consists of tests in 3 stages. (Stage 1 & 2 – Written Tests and       

Stage 3 – Trade/Skill Test). There will be negative marking in the Written Tests for 

incorrect answers. 

>�� 1 - "����a� ���2� 

Stage 1- Preliminary 

Test: 

 

 

2��  �9 ��!N� ह)�" =n,rL,] �!  ,	%� �? ! 
%�%) �)  	$E ��	(N� (Km!M%;) ��!N� O,4	#� �! #�E;! Z  
��	(N� (Km!M%;) ��!N� �� �e� (����+) ��! 	(P�W� �)  	$E ���% ह4;� U� 	%^	$	X� �e� �V 
ह4;�:- 
It will be a Screening examination to be held to shortlist candidates for 2

nd
 Stage Test. The 

format of the screening examination shall be common for all disciplines and will be in the 

following format: 

1. ��!N� �V ;	9�, 	(_�% �L� ����/, #�;e��� �) 	%	ह� 01 (E�) घ�+� �! =(	P �� 50 
ह"	(���! � 
( �� ���] �)  	(���) ह];) Z 
Examination will comprise 50 Multiple Choice Questions (Choice of four answers) of 01 

(one) hour duration consisting of Mathematics, Science and General Awareness.  

2. t,)� �ह! ��� �)  	$E 03 (�!%) =�� 	aE #�E�;) U� t,)� ;$� ��� �)  	$E 01 (E�) =�� ��+� 
#�E;� Z  =%"�	�� 00 =�� Z 
03 (Three) marks will be awarded for each correct answer and 01 (one) mark will be 

deducted for each incorrect answer.  Unattended 00 marks.  

3. ����� ($A	#vK+J�) O(1,���W� �)  OP�� �� E�$ / �6 �R �V ��!N� O,4	#� 	�E #�E�;) Z 
Tests will be conducted in single/multiple sessions depending upon logistics 

requirements. 

4. ,4�,�� ��%�: ,4�,�� ��%� 	%^�%"��� ह];):-  ����/, (;> (=%��	N�) - 40%  =��; =%"�?	 � 
#�	�/ =/, 	�Iq) (;> - 30% =�� Z  �a%"���, 40% =�� �) �� �p ����/, =n,rL,] U� 30% =�� 
�) �� �p =%"�?	 � #�	� / =/, 	�Iq) (;> �)  =n,rL,] �4  �9-2 ह)�" =,4�, घ4	d� �� 	a,� 
#�E;� Z 
Qualifying Standards: The qualifying standards shall be as follows: General Category 

(UR) – 40% marks; SC/OBC-30% marks. Accordingly, the General Candidates with less 

than        40% marks and the candidates belonging to SC/OBC with less than 30% marks 

will be disqualified for  Stage-2. 
>�� 2 - "@' ���2� 

Stage 2- Advance Test: 

 

 
 

 

1.  �9-1 �V =ह>�� �p ��! =n,rL,] �4 =�%) ��
�	P� 	(P� �V ;� ��!N� a)%! हY Z 
All qualified candidates in Stage-1 have to undergo for an advanced test in their 

respective discipline.  

2. 02 (a4) घ�+] �! =(	P �)  	$E ��!N� ह4;! Z    The Test will be of 02 (two) hours duration.  

3. �] �)  K��  �$% 	CN" (y)9!-II) ह)�" �c ��`,	�� ��9�R (E E��!) ,� ����!, 	(��$, 
��9�R (O6E��!) �)  ��lm� �� OP�	�� ह];) U� =/, y)9!-II 	CN"W� (��`,	�� 	(��$, 
��9�R [E�E��!] + U�4	;� 	CN9 ��KL�% [O6+!O6]) ह)�" (हg �%�) ��
�	P� O6+!O6 
2,(��, �� ह4;� Z 
The level of questions for Operator Trainees (Category-II), will be based on the syllabus 

in HSC or ISC and for other Category –II Trainees (SSC+ITI), the same will be in their 

respective ITI Trade.  

4. ��!N� �V 50 
ह"	(���! � ( �� ���] �)  	(���) ह];), t,)� �ह! ��� �)  	$E 03 (�!%) =�� 	aE 
#�E�;) U� t,)� ;$� ��� �)  	$E 01 (E�) =�� ��+� #�E;� Z   
The test will comprise 50 Multiple Choice questions (Choice of four answers) with 03 

(Three) marks to be awarded for each correct answer and 01 (one) marks to be deducted 

for each incorrect answer. 

5. ,4�,�� ��%�: ,4�,�� ��%� 	%^�%"��� ह];):-  ����/, (;> (=%��	N�) - 30%  =��; =%"�?	 � 
#�	�/ =/, 	�Iq) (;> - 20% =�� Z  �a%"���, 30% =�� �) �� �p ����/, =n,rL,] U� 20% =�� 
�) �� �p =%"�?	 � #�	� / =/, 	�Iq) (;> �)  =n,rL,] �4  �9-3 ह)�" =,4�, घ4	d� �� 	a,� 
#�E;� Z  
Qualifying Standards: The qualifying standards shall be as follows: General Category 

(UR) – 30% marks; SC/OBC – 20% marks.   Accordingly, the General Candidates with 

less than 30% marks and the candidates belonging to SC/OBC with less than 20% marks 

will be disqualified  for Stage-3.  

6. ,�	� ��! =n,rL,] �4  �9-3 �)  	$E %हg 
"$�,� #�E;� Z   �9-3 �)  	$E 
"$�%�,  �9-2 �V ,4�,�� 
�p ��%) (�$) =n,rL,] �! ��F,� �� 	%�>� हY, $)	�% 	�	\,] �! ��F,� �) ���  ;"%� �) =	P� %हg ह4%! 
 �	हE Z 
However all passed candidates will not be called for Stage -3 . Calling for Stage-3 

depend upon the number of candidates qualifying in stage -2 but should not exceed five 

times the number of vacancies.  
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7. 
��
�! �! =(KL� �V, ,4�,�� m��? ! �V KL�%-	%P-�9 �)  	$E 	%����9 ��%a�&] �� ��$% 	�,� 
#�E;� Z  
In the event of a tie, elimination parameters shall be followed for deciding position in 

merit list.  

8. =n,rL,] �4 E� ह! 	a% �V ���	�� ��!N� U� ;� ��!N� a)%! हY Z  ��z��$ �R �V ���	�� ��!N� 
O,4	#� �! #�E;! U�  �9-2 ह)�"  ,	%� =n,rL,] �)  	$E a4�ह�/��,���$ �R �V ;� ��!N� 
O,4	#� �! #�E;! Z  
Candidates have to undergo the Preliminary and Advanced Test on the same day. 

Preliminary Test will be carried out in the morning session and the advance test for 

candidates screened in for Stage 2 will be carried out in the afternoon/evening session. 

9. ����� 2,(KL� �)  =%"��� *� 2,(KL� �V �	�(�>% 	�,� #� ���� हY Z  
This arrangements may be changed according to logistics arrangements. 

 

>�� 3 - ?�
��� / �T�� 
���2� 

Stage 3- Trade/Skill 

Test: 
 

 

1.  �9-2 ��!N� �V ��!9> =n,rL,] ��R �4 ह! हY U� ��!9> (;4) / =%"�!9> (%4-;4) �)  OP�� �� ह4;� Z 
Only for those candidates who have cleared the Stage-2 test and will be on go/no-go 

basis. 

2.  �9-2 �)  
�a �Y,�� �! ;6 ,4�,�� m��? ! �)  OP�� �� �GC$ ��!N9 �)  	$E t,)� 2,(��, �V 
=n,rL,] �!  ,	%� �? ! �Y,�� 	�,� #�%� हY Z 
Based upon the merit list prepared after Stage-2, Candidates in each trade to be 

shortlisted for Skill Test.  

3. �GC$ ��!N9 ह)�"  ,	%� =n,rL,] �! ��F,�,  �9-2 �V ,4�,�� �p ��%) (�$) =n,rL,] �! ��F,� 
�� 	%�>� हY, $)	�% t,)� 2,(��, �V 	�	\,] �! ��F,� �) ���  ;"%� �) =	P� %हg ह4%!  �	हE Z 
The number of candidates shortlisted for Skill Test would depend upon the number of 

candidates qualifying in Stage-2 but should not exceed 5 times the number of vacancies 

in each trade.  

4. ��!9> (;4) / =%"�!9> (%4-;4)  �)  OP�� �� �GC$ ��!N9 �) ($ =ह>� �� 	� �� ह4;� Z  	3� �! 
y)9!-II  �$� 	CN" �)  	$E �46 �GC$ ��!N9 %हg ह4;�, 	#%�)  	$E 	%raT =ह>�� �c ��`,�	�� 
��9�R (E E��!) / ����!, 	(��$, ��9�R (O6E��!) हY Z 
The Skill Test will be of qualifying nature only on Go/No Go basis. However, there will 

not be any Skill Test for Category-II Operator Trainee for which the qualification 

prescribed is HSC/ISC.  

5. �GC$ ��!N9 �V ��!9> =n,rL,] �4  ,	%� 	�,� #�E;� U�  �9-2 �V �p =��] �)  OP�� �� 
,4�,�� �)  m� �V %�	��� 
%�,� #�E;� Z 
Candidates clearing the Skill Test to be shortlisted and empanelled in order of merit 

based on marks secured in Stage-2.  

6. �� �� ���-2 �� �� ���� ��  ���� �� ह� ������ ������ ����� ��  �!"� Z  
��
�! �! =(KL� �V, 
,4�,�� m��? ! �V KL�% 	%P-�9 ��%) ह)�" =%"m� �V 	%^��	�� ��%a�& �� ��$% 	�,� #�E;�:- 
A merit list will be prepared based upon scores obtained in Stage-2 only.  In the event of 

a tie, following criteria shall be adopted in sequence for deciding position in merit list: 

1)  �9-2 �V �� %����t�� =�� ��E =n,rL,] �4 ,4�,�� m��? ! �V �c KL�% 	a,� #�E;� Z 
Candidates with lower negative marks in Stage-2 to be placed higher on the merit list. 

2)  �9-1 �V �c =�� ��E =n,rL,] �4 ,4�,�� m��? ! �V �c KL�% 	a,� #�E;� Z 
Candidates with higher marks in Stage-1 to be placed higher on the merit list. 

3)  �9-1 �V �� %����t�� =�� ��E =n,rL,] �4 ,4�,�� m��? ! �V �c KL�% 	a,� #�E;� Z  
Candidates with lower negative marks in Stage-1 to be placed higher on the merit list. 

4)  �9-1 �� ;	9� �V �c �����t�� =�� ��E =n,rL,] �4 �c KL�% 	a,� #�E;� Z  
Candidates with higher positive marks in mathematics in Stage-1 is placed higher. 

5)  �9-1 �� 	(_�% �V �c �����t�� =�� ��E =n,rL,] �4 �c KL�% 	a,� #�E;� Z  
Candidates with higher positive marks in Science in Stage-1 is placed higher. 

7.  ,% �	�	� �� 	%9>, =�	�� हY Z   
The Selection Committee decision is final.  

8. =n,rL,] �)  ���% ��F,� �V �!N� �? ! �Y,�� �! #�E;! U�  ,% �? ! =	P�?	 � ��%) �)  
�a 	�3>  
E� (d> ह)�" (YP�� हY Z    
A wait list containing equal number of candidates shall be prepared and the validity is for 

one year only after notifying select list. 
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"����H �U���� 

Verification of 

Certificates: 
 

 

��o 	m,� �V ��9�R �t,��% =t,�(1,� हY Z  2,(��,/�GC$ ��!N9 �! =%"�	� a)%) �) �ह$) 	$	X� 
��!N� �V  ,	%� �? ! �! =n,rL,] �)  t,,-�R (��! 	CN� =ह>�� ��9�R, =%"�?	 � #�	� / =%"�?	 � 
#% #�	� / =/, 	�Iq) (;>(;Y� %(4Q� (;>) / 
V ���>  	a2,��; #% / OrL� e� �) ��#4� (;> ��9�R, 
O," U� =/, �?$ ��9�R) �4 �t,�	�� 	�,� #�E;� Z 
The Certificate verification is vital in recruitment process.  The credentials of the candidate 

shortlisted in Written Examination will be verified (all Education qualification certificates, 

SC/ST/OBC(NCL)/PwBDs/EWSs Certificates, Age and other original certificates) before 

allowing to the Trade/Skill Test. 
 

��!  ,	%� =n,rL,] �)  ��9�R �t,��% �)  
�a ह! 2,(��, / �GC$ ��!N9 �)  	$E =%"�	� a! #�E;! Z 
��9�R] �! �?$ �L� 34+4 	�,�� �)  	
%� (�$) =n,rL,] �4 =;$)  �9 �V �F�! �) =%"�	� %हg a! 
#�E;!Z   =n,rL,] 	#/हV 2,(��, / �GC$ ��!N9 $�;? %हg हY U� ��9�R �! �?$ �L� 34+4 	� �%�)  
��� %हg हY, �4 �/हV �!P) =K(!�� � 	�,� #�E;� Z  *�	$E, O()a% ��%) �) �ह$) ��! =n,Lo ,ह �"	%	�� 
�� $V 	� () ��! ��R�� ��%a�&] �4 �?�� �� �ह) हs Z 
All the shortlisted candidates will be allowed to Trade/ Skill Test only after certificate 

verification of candidates.  The candidates without original and Photo copies of certificates 

strictly shall not be allowed to next stage.  For candidates whom Trade/Skill Test not 

applicable and not having original and Photo copy of certificate will be rejected outrightly.  

Hence, all candidates before applying may see that they are fulfilled all the eligibility 

criteria. 

��H� ab� 
Travelling Allowance:  

 

	$	X� ��!N� �V ��vKL� ह4%) �)  	$E �46 ,�R� ��� a), %हg ह4;� Z  	3� �!, 	$	X� ��!N� ह)�" 
�ह�! 
KL�%] �) O��	R� �L� �V 0/���, �����/��(>#	%� N)R ��;�%/	%;�/KL�%!, �����/�� �,� �V % 
	%,4	#� =%"�?	 � #�	� / =%"�?	 � #% #�	� =n,rL,] �4 #�	� ��9�R �! 	� �)  ��L �?$ ,�R� 
	+�+] �4 K�"� ��%) �� 	%,�] �)  =%"��� 	%�+�� ��;> �) O%)-#�%) �)  	$E 	{�!, y)9! �)  �)$ 	���,� 
�� �";��% 	�,� #�E;� Z  �L�	�, 	+�+] �4 K�"� ��%) �� a4%] ��;> �) 30 	�$4�!+� �) =	P� C)d a?�! 
�)  KL�% �)  	$E 	��?r� �4 �!	�� 	�,� #�E;� Z 
No Travelling Allowance will be payable for attending the Written Examination.  However 

Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe candidates called for Written Examination from out 

station and those who are not employed in Central/State Govt./Public Sector 

Organization/Corporation/Local Govt./Panchayats will be paid to and fro Railway fare by 

Second class by the shortest route as per  rules on production of original journey tickets 

along with copy of Community Certificate. However, the reimbursement will be restricted to 

the place in respect of balance distance exceeding 30 km both ways subject to production of 

tickets.  

 

 
 

�$ ��.02) 
0'��� "��2� / 
06���� �ह��� - “��”  
POST SL.NO.2)  STIPENDIARY TRAINEES / SCIENTIFIC ASSISTANT – “B” 

 

 

�$8 �� �� � ��.- 25 [25 �$8 �< � 3 �$ �<>���7  �$?���@�� - 1(A); 1 (��); 1(��) ह'� #��2' ह0] 
TOTAL NO. OF POSTS – 25  [(Among 25  Posts,   3 Posts are Reserved for PwBDs –  1  (a) ; 1  (b) ; 1  (c)] 

 


@7 Category ���D Vacancy �� � Total 

&�� SC 3 3 

&��� ST 1 1 

&��
 (@0�
) OBC (NCL) 7 7 

#�
 EWSs 2 2 

&�� UR 12 12 

�� � Total 25 25 

 

�$ ह'� �0�2� &ह7'� EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION FOR THE POST : 

 

G.��.  
S. No. 

�
!�-
�� �$ 

Discipline-wise Post 

�$8 �� ��. 
No. of 

posts 

�0�2� &ह7'�  
Educational Qualification 

&�� �'g 
Other conditions 

1. ����H� &�a����H�� 
Mechanical Engineering 

8 ��%( ����P% 	(��� ��R�$,, ���� ����� 
{��� ��/,�� �p ,��	R� =	�,��	R�! �V �� �) 
�� 60% =��] �)  ��L 	&�4�� Z 
Diploma with not less than 60% marks 

in Mechanical Engineering recognized 

a) ��`,	�� 	(��$, ��9�R / 
�c ��`,	�� ��9�R �)  
�a 
=	�,��	R�! �V 	&�4�� �!% (d> �! 
=(	P �� ह4%�  �	हEZ   
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by the Government of India, Ministry 

of Human Resource Development. 

The Diploma in Engineering 

should be of three years 

duration after SSC / HSC. 

b) ��`,	�� 	(��$, ��9�R 
(E�E��!) �V ,� �c ��`,	�� 
��9�R (E E��!) K�� �! 
��!N� �V E� 	(d, �)  e� �V 
=�h)#! ह4%!  �	हE Z   
Should have had English as 

one of the subjects either at 

SSC or at HSC level 

examination. 
 

`,�% aV: a�(g (E�E�E$�!) + 
O6+!O6 �)  
�a 	{�!, (d> 
	&�4�� �V ��r�� 	(	T �)  ��`,� �) 
	&�4�� �� 	( �� �हh 	�,� #�E;�Z 
Note: Diploma through Lateral 

Entry to 2
nd

 Year Diploma 

after X (SSLC) + ITI will 

NOT be considered.  
 

E E��! + 60% ,� *��) =	P� 
=��] �)  ��L 2 (d> =	�,��	R�! �V 
	&�4�� ��lm� (=	X$ ����!, 
��%!�! 	CN� �	�da 
(EO6�!+!6) {��� =%"�4	a�) 
(�$) =n,rL,] �! ��R हs Z #��$ 
(!�!���) + �()��( ��  *�# 
+,��� �-. +/0��� �� ��12� +�+3 
��  ��4�� �� +/0��� +�! 
�5�16�� ��7 8ह$ ह� 9 
Candidates with HSC +2 years 

Diploma course in 

Engineering (Approved by 

AICTE) with 60% or above 

marks are also eligible.  

Candidates who have pursued 

Diploma through lateral entry 

to 2
nd

 year Diploma after xth  

(SSC) + ITI are not eligible. 
 

��%( ����P% 	(��� ��R�$,, 
���� ����� {��� =%"�4	a� / 
��/,�� �p ��	
� ��%) ह)�" ��9 
�4 ��	9� ��%) �� ��� �) ($ 
=n,rL,] �� हY Z 
To prove approved/recognized  

by Government of India, 

Ministry of Human Resource 

Development, the onus of 

proof rests with candidates 

only. 

 

2. �
i�' &�a����H��  
Electrical Engineering 

6 ��%( ����P% 	(��� ��R�$,, ���� ����� 
{��� ��/,�� �p 	(�"�, 	(�"� �L� 
*$)J[A	%�! =	�,��	R�! �V �� �) �� 60% 
=��] �)  ��L 	&�4�� Z 
Diploma with not less than 60% marks 

in Electrical, Electrical & Electronics 

Engineering recognized by the 

Government of India, Ministry of 

Human Resource Development. 
3. ��IJ	���� &�a����H�� / 

K�������� &�a����H�� 
Electronics Engineering / 

Instrumentation 

Engineering 

 

 

4 ��%( ����P% 	(��� ��R�$,, ���� ����� 
{��� ��/,�� �p *$)J[A	%�!, *$)J[A	%�! 
�L� �� �� =	�,��	R�!, *$)J[A	%�! �L� 
����9!��9 =	�,��	R�! �V �� �) �� 
60% =��] �)  ��L 	&�4�� Z  
Diploma with not less than 60% marks 

in Electronics, Electronics and 

Communication Engineering, 

Electronics and Instrumentation 

Engineering recognized by the 

Government of India, Ministry of 

Human Resource Development. 
 

(,� OR) 
 

��%( ����P% 	(��� ��R�$,, ���� ����� 
{��� ��/,�� �p ����9!��9, *$)J[A	%�! 
�L� ����9!��9 =	�,��	R�! U� 	%,�R9 
=	�,��	R�! �V �� �) �� 60% =��] �)  ��L 
	&�4�� Z  
Diploma with not less than 60% marks 

in Instrumentation, Electronics and 

Instrumentation Engineering & Control  

Engineering recognized by the 

Government of India, Ministry of 

Human Resource Development. 
4. ���
� &�a����H��  

Civil Engineering 

3 ��%( ����P% 	(��� ��R�$,, ���� ����� 
{��� ��/,�� �p 	�	($ =	�,��	R�! �V �� �) 
�� 60% =��] �)  ��L 	&�4�� Z  
Diploma with not less than 60% marks 

in Civil Engineering recognized by the 

Government of India, Ministry of 

Human Resource Development. 

5. aT�'�� 
Physics 

3 /,?%�� 60% =��] �)  ��L 	(_�% ���� 
(
!.E��!) Z  	(_�% ���� (
!.E��!) �V 
aT�'�� �4 �"F, U� ���,% 	(_�% / ;	9� / 
���vF,�! / *$)J[A	%J� �L� �� �,?+� 	(_�% 
�4 ;G9 �)  e� �V ��  ���% K�� �)  	(d,] �)  
e� �V aT�'��, ����� �
6�� '5� @��' 
ह4%�  �	हE Z  �
6�� j�'� (��.A���) �< 
��k� �
l� �  m� �< @��' 
�� &Z�[5�8 

��%( ����P% 	(��� ��R�$,, 
���� ����� {��� =%"�4	a� / 
��/,�� �p ��	
� ��%) ह)�" ��9 
�4 ��	9� ��%) �� ��� �) ($ 
=n,rL,] �� हY Z 
To prove approved/recognized  

by Government of India, 

Ministry of Human Resource 

Development, the onus of 
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��H �हh ह0 1 
B.Sc. with a minimum of 60% 

marks. B.Sc. shall be with Physics 

as principal and Chemistry/ 

Mathematics / Statistics/ Electronics 
& Computer Science as subsidiary 

OR with Physics, Chemistry and 

Mathematics as subjects with equal 

weightage.  Candidates having 

Mathematics as the principal 

subject at B.Sc. are not eligible. 
 

E .E�.�! (10+2) K�� �� ;	9� ह4%� 
=	%(�,> हY Z  E�E��! / E�E�E$�! ,� 
E E��! K�� �! ��!N� �V E� 	(d, �)  e� �V 
=�h)#! ह4%!  �	हE Z 
Mathematics at H.S.C. (10+2) level 

is essential. Shall have had English 

as one of the subjects either at 

SSC/SSLC or HSC level 

examinations. 

proof rests with candidates 

only. 

6. ����� �
6�� 
Chemistry 

1 /,?%�� 60% =��] �)  ��L 	(_�% ���� 
(
!.E��!) Z  	(_�% ���� (
!.E��!) �V 
����� �
6�� �4 �"F, U� �G	��! / ;	9� 
/ ���vF,�! / *$)J[A	%J� �L� �� �,?+� 
	(_�% �4 ;G9 �)  e� �V ��  ���% K�� �)  
	(d,] �)  e� �V aT�'��, ����� �
6�� '5� 
@��' ह4%�  �	हE Z  �
6�� j�'� (��.A���) 
�< ��k� �
l� �  m� �< @��' 
�� &Z�[5�8 
��H �हh ह0 1 
B.Sc. with a minimum of 60% 

marks.  B.Sc. shall be with 

Chemistry as principal and 

Physics/Mathematics/Statistics/ 
Electronics& Computer Science as 

subsidiary OR with Physics, 

Chemistry and Mathematics as 

subjects with equal weightage.  

Candidates having Mathematics 

as the principal subject at B.Sc. 

are not eligible. 
 

E .E�.�! (10+2) K�� �� ;	9� ह4%� 
=	%(�,> हY Z  E�E��! / E�E�E$�! ,� 
E E��! K�� �! ��!N� �V E� 	(d, �)  e� �V 
=�h)#! ह4%!  �	हE Z 
Mathematics at H.S.C. (10+2) level 

is essential. Shall have had English 

as one of the subjects either at 

SSC/SSLC or HSC level 

examinations. 

��%( ����P% 	(��� ��R�$,, 
���� ����� {��� =%"�4	a� / 
��/,�� �p ��	
� ��%) ह)�" ��9 
�4 ��	9� ��%) �� ��� �) ($ 
=n,rL,] �� हY Z 
To prove approved/recognized  

by Government of India, 

Ministry of Human Resource 

Development, the onus of 

proof rests with candidates 

only. 

 

 

�<>���7  �$?���@�� (���SM������) Persons With Benchmark Disabilities (PwBDs): 
 

���4\ �a] ह)�" 
V ���>  	a2,��;#% =n,rL,] �! O()a% �� ���) हs Z  t,)� �a (	(P�) ह)�" �ह �%) ;E 
V ���>  	a2,��;#% �� (;> %! ) 	aE 
;E हY:- 
PwBDs Candidates may also apply for the above said posts.  The category of PwBDs identified for each post (Discipline) is 

given below:- 
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�
!� 
Discipline 

�ह>�� @A �$?���@  
Disability Identified 

��� �'�� (����)  
Legend 

a) ,��	R� =	�,��	R�!  
Mechanical Engineering 

WE, WE$, E E  OA, OL, HH 
�!&u�,?
!&!E� - 
V ���>  	a2,��;#% 

PwBDs – Persons with Benchmark 

Disabilities 
 

(a) %)Rह!% �L� /,?% a�	T 

Blindness and Low vision. 

(b) 
	P� �L� �"%%) �V 	a�� 

Deaf & hard of hearing. 

(c) �vK�w� =�;घ��, �" � �4; �� �	��, 

G%��%, E	�& ह�$) �� 	C��� �L� 
�����)C!, a"r(��� �	ह� $4�4�4+� 
( $%) 	a2,��;�� Z 
Locomotor disability including 

cerebral palsy, leprosy cured, 

dwarfism, acid attack victims and 

muscular dystrophy. 
 

WE = E� ह�L OA= One Arm, 

WE$ = E� �Y� OL= One Leg,   

E E  = y(9 a4d HH= Hearing Impaired 


!E$ = a4%] �Y� BL= Both Legs,  


! = %)Rह!% B= Blind,               

E$(! = /,?% a�	T LV= Low Vision.   

b) 	(�"� =	�,��	R�!  
Electrical Engineering 

WE$ OL 

c) *$)J[A	%�! =	�,��	R�!  
Electronic Engineering 

WE, WE$, 
!, E$(!, E E   

OA, OL, B, LV, HH 

d) 	�	($ Civil WE$, E E  OL, HH 

e) �G	��! Physics E E , WE, WE$ HH,  OA,  OL 

 

�ह �%) ;E 	a2,��;#% ��R ह! �a �)  	$E O()a% �� ���) हs Z 
The persons with Identified Disability only can apply corresponding to the post. 

	%zC\�� �! �	���d�, 	a%���: 29/12/2005 �� ��,-$, _��% ��.36035/3/2004-KL��%�(O�N9) U� ���� �����, ��r�� �L� 	CN9 
	(��; �)  ��.36035/02/2017-6E�E�(O�6E�) 	a%���: 20/06/2017 {��� |��! ��,-$, _��% �)  =%"��� हY Z  
The definition of disability is as per O.M.No.36035/3/2004-Estt(Res) dated 29.12.2005 and O.M. issued by GOI – DoPT 

No.36035/02/2017-ESS (Res) dated 20.06.2017 mentioned in Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act 2016. 

 


@7 ��� �'�� (����) Category Legend 
 

��� �'�� (����) Legend 

=#� SC =%"�?	 � #�	� Scheduled Caste 

=##� ST =%"�?	 � #% #�	� Scheduled Tribes 
=	�( (;Y%() OBC (NCL) =/, 	�Iq) (;> (;Y�-%(4Q� (;>) Other Backward Class (Non-Creamy Layer) 

O�( EWSs OrL� e� �) ��#4� (;> Economically Weaker Sections 

=%� UR =%��	N� Unreserved 

 

 

�

��  

DETAILS 


0'��� "��2� / 
06���� �ह��� “��”  

STIPENDIARY TRAINEES/ SCIENTIFIC ASSISTANT “B” 

#��  
Age 

	a%���:  11/07/2019  �4 18 �) 25 (d> ह4%�  �	हE Z 
Should be between 18 to 25 years as on 11.07.2019.    

&�!�'� #�� ���� �< E� � 
Relaxation in Maximum 

Age Limit 

G.��.  
Sl.No 


@7  
Category 

#�� �< E� � 

Age Relaxation 

1. =%"�?	 � #�	� Scheduled Caste 5 (d> 5 Years 

2. =%"�?	 � #% #�	� Scheduled Tribes 5 (d> 5 Years 

3. =/, 	�Iq) (;> (;Y� %(4Q� (;> (%A% m!�! $),�))  
Other Backward Class (Non Creamy Layer) 

3 (d>  
3 Years 

4. 
V ���>  	a2,��;#% (�!&u�,?
!&!) 
Persons with Benchmark Disabilities (PwBDs) 

10 (d>  
10 Years 

�!&u�,?
!&! - =%"�?	 � #�	� PwBDs- Scheduled Caste 15 (d> 15 Years 

�!&u�,?
!&! - =%"�?	 � #% #�	� PwBDs- Scheduled Tribes 15 (d> 15 Years 

�!&u�,?
!&! - =/, 	�Iq) (;> (;Y� %(4Q� (;> [%A% m!�! $),�]) 
PwBDs- Other Backward Class (Non-Creamy layer) 

13 (d>  
13 Years 
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5. 01/01/1980 �) 31/12/1989 �� #5�? U� �1�!� ���, �)  #5�? 
	&(!#% �V �?$ 	%(��! 2,	\ Z  (�?$ 	%(��! �1�!�) 
Persons domiciled in Kashmir Division of Jammu & 

Kashmir State from 01/01/1980 to 31/12/1989 (Dom 

Kashmir). 

5 (d>  
5 Years 

6. �?��?(> �Y	%� =n,Lo  
Ex-Serviceman candidates 

�Y	%� �)(� �! =(	P +3 (d> 
Period of Military Service + 

3 Years 

O()a% K�"� ��%) �! 
=�	�� 	a%��� �4 
O()a� �! =	P��� 
O," 56 (d> �) =	P� %हg 
ह4%!  �	हE �! C�> �� Z 
Subject to the 

condition that 

maximum age of the 

applicant on the last 

date of Submission of 

application shall not 

exceed 56 years. 

7. /,?�A�A*�	$ �V �ह$) �) ह! �)(��� 	%,	�� ��> ��! ह)�" 	(_��% �V 
	%P-	�� �c O," �!�� $�;? %हg ह4;! Z 
Upper age limit as prescribed in the advertisement shall not 

be applicable to regular employees already serving in 

NPCIL. 

,	a O()a� E� �) =	P� (;> �V O," �!�� �V I? + �)  	$E ��R हY, �4 O," �!�� �V I? + �� ,! ह4;! Z  
In case applicant is eligible for age relaxation in more than one category, the age relaxation 

will be cumulative.  

`,�% aV: CYN	9� ,4�,�� �L� =��] �! 	�C� �V �46 I? + %हg ह4;! U� (ह �%�)  �a �)  	$E O(1,� 
��R��  �)  =%"��� ह4;! Z  
Note: There will be No relaxation in the Educational Qualification and percentage of marks 

and they shall be as per the eligibility requirement for their post. 

"��2� �� &
�!  

Duration of Training 

18 ��ह (	CN9 �! =(	P �V �46 ��! ,� (�	� �! =%"�	� %हg हY) Z   
(Y�	%� 	CN"/(Y_�	%� �ह�,� �� �a ह)�"  ,	%� =n,rL,] �4 /,?�A�A*�	$ �)  	��! �! %�	��!, 
	CN9 �) /0 �V 1½ (d> 	CN9 $)%) �! O(1,��� ह4;! Z  
18 months (No reduction or increase in the period of  training is permissible). 

The selected candidates for the post of ST/SA will be required to undergo 1½ years training 

at any of the Nuclear Training Centres of NPCIL. 

"��2� �  $T��� 
0'��� 
Stipend during Training 

1$� (d> ह)�" `.16,000/- 	� ��ह (��)	��)    `.16,000/-p.m. (consolidated) for 1
st
 year. 

2�� (d> ह)�" `.18,000/- 	� ��ह (��)	��)    `.18,000/-p.m. (consolidated) for 2nd year. 
������� ���$�� 
(� 
� aT�'�� '5� ����� 
�
6�� �
!� ह'�) 
Physical Standards 

(For Physics & 

Chemistry discipline 

only) 

/,?%�� :�  �6 160 �)/+!�!+� Minimum height 160 cms. 
/,?%�� (#% 45.5 	�$4 h�� (100 E$
!E� lbs). Minimum weight 45.5 kgs (100 lbs). 
&U��!� �VW� ����8 �< ���R �  "!�� X��� K��VD ������� ���$�� �< E� � $� ��A@� 1 
The above physical standards are relaxable by the Head of  the Unit in highly 

deserving cases.  
 

>�� "�G�� �  $T��� ��Y��$� �  #!�� �� ह� ���SM������ &Z�[5�8 �V ������� ���$�� �< E� � $� 
��A@� 1   
Physical Standard shall be relaxable for PwBDs candidates only based on performance 

during selection process. 

"��2� �  ��� ����� �  
��$ \], 
'� �_�, \] 
'� 
`� &�� ab  
Grade, Pay Band, Grade 

Pay and other 

allowances after 

successful completion of 

training:  

	CN9 �)  aG��% 	%w��a% �)  OP�� �� �3$ 	C9�rL,] �4 �< ��� ���
� �
� (���V�!' 
'�) 
�����
��, 2016 �  &����� 7
< �< ��� 
'� #�V@ �  
'� �0�JI� c'� 6 �< "�
�L 
'� `̀̀̀.35,400/- (U� 
	%;� 	%,��($! �)  =%"��� ��,-��, �� ,L� K(!��,> =/, ��) #Y�) �V 0!, �ह�;�6 ���, 
�$ 	CN� 
�ह�,��, #$��% �ह�,�! (�s +!% �vu�&!), ��,�R ���, �) 	
$ +!(! �! 	��?r�, ��� �� �R �! 
	��?r�, 	 	�t��!, �ह�,��, ��,�R �	�(ह% ���, P"$�6 ���, �	�(�� O
�+%, 	(��$, �"	(P� O	a) 
�� 
06���� �ह��� “��” �)  �a �� 	%,"	\ ��%) ह)�" 	( �� 	�,� #�E;� Z  	3� �!, O�)$% �)  	$E 
	%P-	�� =��] �) �� =�� �p 	�E 	CN"W� �4 O�)$% %हg 	�,� #�E;� U� 	CN9 �) ��,>-�"	\ �! 
#�E;! Z  *��)  O;) 	CN"W� �)  O�)$% �� �%! �! #% C	\ �! O(1,���W�, 	�	\,] �! ��$uP��, 

�P% �)  	%P-�9 �)  =%"��� O�)$% ह)�" 	CN"W� �! ��,"\�� �L� O�)$% ह)�" �N� �	P���! �)  
=%"�4a% �)  =P!% हY Z 
On the basis of the performance during the Training, the successful Trainees are likely to be 

considered for appointment to  the post of  Scientific Assistant “B”  in the Pay Matrix  

Level 6 of 7
th

 Central Pay Commission Pay as per Central Civil Services (Revised Pay) 

Rules 2016 at the entry pay of `35,400/- (plus other allowances like Central Dearness 

Allowance, Children Education Assistance, Canteen subsidy, Site Allowance, Cable TV 

reimbursement, News Paper reimbursement, Medical Assistance, Site Conveyance 

Allowance, Washing Allowance, Family Accommodation, School facility etc. as admissible 

from time to time as per Corporation Rules).   However, Trainees who scored less than the 

prescribed marks for absorption will not be absorbed and will be discharged from Training.  
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Absorption of the Trainees is further subject to the Company’s requirements of manpower, 

availability of vacancies, suitability of Trainees for absorption as per the assessment of the 

Management and approval of the Competent Authority for absorption. 

��! �H `� ���� 
BOND & 

AGREEMENT 

 ,	%� =n,rL,] �4 	CN9 �?�� ��%) U� �0�� ����9" 	
#$!घ� �V �L� ,� /,?	@,� �A(� �A�B�)C% 
D3 *�	&,� 	$	�+)& �! �46 =/, ��घ+� *��*,] �V �)(� ��%) �)  	$E 	%P-	�� �R �V 4½ (d> �! =(	P 
ह)�" �)(� 
�P �R 	%w��	a� ��%� O(1,� ह4;� Z  "��2� �  $T��� `� ��$ �<, K�ह< ��'-�$� ���� �< ���7 
��� �� #
d��'� हV@� Z  
The selected candidates will be required to execute a Service Bond for a period of 4½ years 

in the prescribed form to complete the Training and to serve the Madras Atomic Power 

Station and or any other constituent Units of Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd. 

During and after training, they will be required to work round the clock shifts. 
 

 ,	%� =n,rL,] �4 (�	��� �� �?�, �L� a), �"K�� ��) ह)�" N	��?r� 
�P �R 	%w��	a� ��%� O(1,� 
ह4;� Z 
The selected candidates will be required to execute an Indemnity Bond for the value of 

Stipend & Book Allowances payable. 
 

 ,	%� =n,rL,] �4 ���� �! 	%w��	a� ��%� O(1,� ह4;� Z 
The selected candidates will be required to enter an Agreement also. 

c5����'�� 
Transfer: 

*� 	(_��% �)  	(e�  ,	%� =n,rL,] �4 /,?	@,� �A(� �A�B�)C% D3 *�	&,� 	$	�+)&, �0�� ����9" 
	
#$!घ�, ������ �! 	�	\,�� �4 ��%) �)  	$E �Y%�� 	�,� #�E;� Z  	3� �!, 	%;� 	ह� �V #Y�� O(1,� 
ह4, ���� �)  	��! �! KL�% �V �)(� ��%) �)  	$E a�,! ह];) U� E� *��6 �) a?��) *��6 �V KL�%����9 �)  
	$E a�,! ह];) Z  
Candidates selected against this advertisement will be posted  at Nuclear Power Corporation 

of India Limited, Madras Atomic Power Station, Kalpakkam to fill its vacancies.  However, 

they are liable to serve in any part of India and liable to transfer from one unit to another, as 

may be required in the interest of the Corporation. 

>�� �� ��n�� 
(
0'��� "��2� / 
06���� 
�ह���-“��”) 
MODE OF 

SELECTION  

(Stipendiary Trainee/ 

Scientific Assistant-“B”) 

1.  ,%, 	$	X� ��!N� U� ��N�t��� �� OP�	�� ह4;� Z 
The Selection will be based on Written Examination and Interview. 

2. ,ह 2 ��; �V 200 �] �)  ह];), 	#��V �) ��;-I �V =�h)#!, ����/, _�% �L� ��R�t�� =	�N��� �) 100 
� ह];) U� ��;-II �V ��
�	P� 	(P�W� �) 100 � ह];) Z   
There will be 2 PARTS consists of 200 questions out of which PART-I- 100 questions 

will be from English, General Knowledge and quantitative aptitude and PART-II -100 

questions from respective disciplines. 

3. ��!N� �! =(	P 3 घ�+) ह4;! Z  The duration of Examination will be 3 hours.  

4. t,)� �ह! ��� �)  	$E 03 =�� 	aE #�E�;) U� t,)� ;$� ��� �)  	$E 01 =�� ��+� #�E;� Z  
=%"�	�� 00 =�� Z  
03 Marks to be awarded for each correct answer and 01 mark to be deducted for each 

incorrect answer.  Unattended 00 marks. 

5. ,4�,�� ��%�: 	$	X� ��!N� �V ��!9> ह4%) �)  	$E ����/, (;> (=%��	N�) �)  	$E 40% =�� U� 
=%"�?	 � #�	� / =%"�?	 � #% #�	� / =/, 	�Iq) (;> �)  	$E 30% =��, /,?%�� =�� ह4;� Z  	3� �!, 
��N�t��� ह)�" ��! ��!9> =n,rL,] �4 %हg 
"$�,� #�E;� Z  ��N�t��� �)  	$E 
"$�%�, 	$	X� ��!N� �V 
,4�,�� �p ��%) (�$) =n,rL,] �! ��F,� �� 	%�>� हY, $)	�% 	�	\,] �! ��F,� �) ���  ;"%� �) =	P� 
%हg ह4%!  �	हE Z 
Qualifying Standards; The cut of marks to pass the Written Examination shall be for 

General category (UR) is 40% and SC/ST/OBC is 30%. However all passed candidates 

will not be called for Interview. Calling for Interview depend upon the number of 

candidates qualifying in written examination but should not exceed 5 times the number 

of vacancies notified.  

6. ��N�t��� �) ($ ��)  ,	%� =n,rL,] �)  	$E O,4	#� 	�,� #�E;� U� % 	� 	$	X� ��!N� �V ��!9> 
��! =n,rL,] ह)�" Z  
The Interview will be conducted for such shortlisted candidates only and not for all 

candidates who passed the Written Examination. 

7. 50% 	$	X� ��!N� U� 50% ��N�t��� �V �p =��] �)  OP�� �� =�	�� ,4�,�� m��? ! �Y,�� �! 
#�E;! Z 
The final merit list will be prepared based on the scores obtained in Written Examination 

50% and Interview 50%. 

8. 
��
�! �! =(KL� �V, ,4�,�� m��? ! �V KL�% 	%P-�9 ��%) ह)�" =%"m� �V 	%^��	�� ��%a�& �� ��$% 
	�,� #�E;�:- 
In the event of a tie, the following criteria shall be adopted in sequence for deciding 

position in Merit List: 

1) 	$	X� ��!N� �V �c =�� �p 	�E =n,rL,] �4 ,4�,�� m��? ! �V �c KL�% 	a,� #�E;� Z  
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Candidates who scored higher marks in Written Examination to be placed higher on 

the Merit List. 

2) 	$	X� ��!N� �V �� %����t�� =�� �p 	�E =n,rL,] �4 ,4�,�� m��? ! �V �c KL�% 	a,� 
#�E;� Z 
Candidates who scored lower negative marks in Written Examination to be placed 

higher on the Merit List. 

3) ��%!�! 	(d,] (��;/X�&-2) �V �c =�� �p 	�E =n,rL,] �4 ,4�,�� m��? ! �V �c KL�% 
	a,� #�E;� Z 
Candidates who scored higher marks in Technical Subjects (Part/section-2) to be 

placed higher on the Merit List. 

4) ��;-1 �V �c =�� �p 	�E =n,rL,] �4 ,4�,�� m��? ! �V �c KL�% 	a,� #�E;� Z 
Candidates who scored higher in Part-1 to be placed higher on the Merit List. 

5) =�� �V, 	#% =n,rL,] �! #/� 	�	L �ह$) ह4, �/हV ,4�,�� m��? ! �V �c KL�% 	a,� #�E;� Z 
Finally, candidates whose Date of Birth is earlier to be placed higher on the Merit 

List. 

9.  ,% �	�	� �� 	%9>, =�	�� हY Z   
The Selection Committee decision is final.  

10. =n,rL,] �)  ���% ��F,� �V �!N� �? ! �Y,�� �! #�E;! U�  ,% �? ! =	P�?	 � ��%) �)  
�a 	�3>  
E� (d> ह)�" (YP�� हY Z    
A wait list containing equal number of candidates shall be prepared and the validity is for 

one year only after notifying select list. 

 

 

�$ ��.03) 
06���� �ह���/�� (���2� ��7
2�) 
POST SL.NO.3)  SCIENTIFIC ASSISTANT /C  (SAFETY SUPERVISOR) 

 

�$8 �� �� � ��.- 01(&����2') TOTAL NO. OF POST – 01 NO. (UR)  

 


@7 ��� �'�� (����) Category Legend 
 

��� �'�� (����) Legend 

=%� UR =%��	N� Unreserved 

 

�$ ह'� �0�2� &ह7'� EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION FOR THE POST : 
 

G.��. 
S.No.

�$  

Post 

�$8 �� ��. 
No. of post 

�0�2� &ह7'�  
Educational Qualification 

&��a
 

Experience 

1. 
06���� �ह���/�� 
(���2� ��7
2�) 
Scientific Assistant/C 

(Safety Supervisor) 

01 ���, ����� �� ��%!�! 	CN� {��� ��/,�� �p 
��KL�%] �) /,?%�� 60% =��] �)  ��L 	��! �! 	(d, 
�V =	�,��	R�! �V �!% ��$ �� �?9>��	$� 	&�4�� Z   
Three years full time Diploma in Engineering 

in any branch with minimum 60% marks from 

the Institutes recognized by State Board of 

Technical Education. 

U� and 

���, ����� �� ��%!�! 	CN� {��� ��/,�� �p 
��KL�%]  �) ,� ���X�%� �$�ह �)(� U� y� ��KL�% 
�ह� 	%a)C�$, (&!#!E3EE�E$O6), y� ��R�$, 
�)  =��;>� �V 0!, y� ��KL�% (�!E$O6) ,� N)R!, 
y� ��KL�% (O�E$O6) �) U�4	;� ���N� �V E� 
��$ �� �?9>��	$� 	&�4�� Z 
One year full time Diploma in Industrial 

Safety from Central Labour Institute (CLI) or 

Regional Labour Institutes ((RLIs) under 

DGFASLI, Ministry of Labour or Institutes 

recognized by State Board of Technical 

Education. 

=	�,��	R�! �V 	&�4�� �p ��%) 
�)  
�a /,?%��  �� ��$ �� 
U�4	;� =%"�( Z  
Minimum four years of 

industrial experience after 

obtaining Diploma in 

Engineering. 

 

��%( ����P% 	(��� ��R�$,, 
���� ����� {��� =%"�4	a� / 
��/,�� �p ��	
� ��%) ह)�" 
��9 �4 ��	9� ��%) �� ��� 
�) ($ =n,rL,] �� हY Z 
To prove 

approved/recognized  by 

Government of India, 

Ministry of Human 

Resource Development, the 

onus of proof rests with 

candidates only. 
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�

�� DETAILS 
06���� �ह���/�� (���2� ��7
2�) SCIENTIFIC ASSISTANT/C (SAFETY SUPERVISOR) 

#�� Age 	a%���:  11/07/2019  �4 30 (d>    30 years as on 11.07.2019.    

&�!�'� #�� ���� �< E� � 
Relaxation in 

Maximum Age Limit 

/,?�A�A*�	$ �V �ह$) �) ह! �)(��� 	%,	�� ��> ��! ह)�" 	(_��% �V 	%P-	�� �c O," �!�� $�;? %हg ह4;! Z 
Upper age limit as prescribed in the advertisement shall not be applicable to regular employees 

already serving in NPCIL. 
 

`,�% aV: CYN	9� ,4�,�� �L� =��] �! 	�C� �V �46 I? + %हg ह4;! U� (ह �%�)  �a �)  	$E O(1,� 
��R��  �)  =%"��� ह4;! Z  
Note: There will be No relaxation in the Educational Qualification and percentage of marks 

and they shall be as per the eligibility requirement for their post. 

 

��oG� 
&��8 �� �e�' 
Syllabus 

Scheme of Marks 

1.  ,%, 	$	X� ��!N� U�/,� ��N�t��� �� OP�	�� ह4;� Z  
The Selection will be based on Written Examination and/or Interview. 

2. ,ह 2 ��; �V 200 �] �)  ह];), 	#��V �) ��;-I �V =�h)#!, ����/, _�% �L� ��R�t�� =	�N��� �) 100 � 
ह];) U� ��;-II �V ��%!�! 	(d,] �) 100 � ह];) Z  
There will be 2 PARTS consists of 200 questions out of which PART-I- 100 questions will 

be from English, General Knowledge and quantitative aptitude and PART-II -100 questions 

from Technical Subjects. 

3. ��!N� �! =(	P 3 घ�+) ह4;! Z  The duration of Examination will be 3 hours. 

4. t,)� �ह! ��� �)  	$E 03 =�� 	aE #�E�;) U� t,)� ;$� ��� �)  	$E 01 =�� ��+� #�E;� Z  =%"�	�� 
00 =�� Z  
03 Marks to be awarded for each correct answer and 01 mark to be deducted for each 

incorrect answer.  Unattended 00 marks. 

5. ,4�,�� ��%�: 	$	X� ��!N� �V ��!9> ह4%) �)  	$E ����/, (;> (=%��	N�) �)  	$E 40% /,?%�� =�� 
ह4;� Z  	3� �!, ��N�t��� ह)�" ��! ��!9> =n,rL,] �4 %हg 
"$�,� #�E;� Z  ��N�t��� �)  	$E 
"$�%�, 
	$	X� ��!N� �V ,4�,�� �p ��%) (�$) =n,rL,] �! ��F,� �� 	%�>� हY, $)	�% 	�	\,] �! ��F,� �) ���  
;"%� �) =	P� %हg ह4%!  �	हE Z 
Qualifying Standards; The cut of marks to pass the Written Examination shall be for 

General category (UR) is 40%. However, all passed candidates will not be called for 

Interview. Calling for Interview depend upon the number of candidates qualifying in written 

examination but should not exceed 5 times the number of vacancies. 

6. ��N�t��� �) ($ ��)  ,	%� =n,rL,] �)  	$E O,4	#� 	�,� #�E;� U� % 	� 	$	X� ��!N� �V ��!9> 
��! =n,rL,] ह)�" Z  
The Interview will be conducted for such shortlisted candidates only and not for all 

candidates who passed the Written Examination. 

7. 
��
�! �! =(KL� �V, ��N�t��� ह)�" ,4�,�� m��? ! �V KL�% 	%P-�9 ��%) ह)�" =%"m� �V 	%^��	�� 
��%a�& �� ��$% 	�,� #�E;�:- 
In the event of a tie, the following criteria shall be adopted in sequence for deciding position 

in Merit List for Interview: 

1) 	$	X� ��!N� �V �c =�� �p 	�E =n,rL,] �4 ,4�,�� m��? ! �V �c KL�% 	a,� #�E;� Z  
Candidates who scored higher marks in Written Examination to be placed higher on the 

Merit List. 

2) 	$	X� ��!N� �V �� %����t�� =�� �p 	�E =n,rL,] �4 ,4�,�� m��? ! �V �c KL�% 	a,� #�E;�Z  
Candidates who scored lower negative marks in Written Examination to be placed 

higher on the Merit List. 

3) ��%!�! 	(d,] (��;/X�&-2) �V �c =�� �p 	�E =n,rL,] �4 ,4�,�� m��? ! �V �c KL�% 	a,� 
#�E;� Z  
Candidates who scored higher marks in Technical Subjects (Part/section-2) to be placed 

higher on the Merit List. 

4) ��;-1 �V �c =�� �p 	�E =n,rL,] �4 ,4�,�� m��? ! �V �c KL�% 	a,� #�E;� Z  
Candidates who scored higher in Part-1 to be placed higher on the Merit List. 

5) =�� �V, 	#% =n,rL,] �! #/� 	�	L �ह$) ह4, �/हV ,4�,�� m��? ! �V �c KL�% 	a,� #�E;� Z  
Finally, candidates whose Date of Birth is earlier to be placed higher on the Merit List. 

8.  ,% �	�	� �� 	%9>, =�	�� हY Z  The Selection Committee decision is final.  

9. =n,rL,] �)  ���% ��F,� �V �!N� �? ! �Y,�� �! #�E;! U�  ,% �? ! =	P�?	 � ��%) �)  
�a 	�3>  E� 
(d> ह)�" (YP�� हY Z    
A wait list containing equal number of candidates shall be prepared and the validity is for 

one year only after notifying select list. 
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a'p �� '���� 
Mode of recruitment 

2,	\;� ��N�t��� ह)�" =n,rL,] �!  ,% �? ! �)  	$E 	$	X� ��!N� �V �p =��] �� 	( �� 	�,� #�E;� Z 
Marks scored in written examination will be considered for short listing of candidates for 

personal interview. 
 

2,	\;� ��N�t��� �)  OP�� �� =�	��  ,% ह4;� Z 
Final selection will be based on personal interview. 
 


V ���>  	a2,��;#% (�!&u�,?&!) �)  	$E ,ह �a �! �ह �% %हg हY Z 
The post is not identified for Persons With bench marked Disability (PWD).  
 

\], 
'� �_�, \] 
'� 
`� &�� ab  
Grade, Pay Band, 

Grade Pay and other 

allowances  

�V 0!, 	�	($ �)(� (��C4	P� ()�%) 	%,��($!, 2016 �)  =%"��� 7(V �V 0!, ()�% O,4; �)  ()�% �Y	[J� K�� 7 
�V 	(	T ()�% `̀̀̀.44,900/- (U� 	%;� 	%,��($! �)  =%"��� ��,-��, �� ,L� K(!��,> =/, ��) #Y�) �V 0!, 
�ह�;�6 ���, 
�$ 	CN� �ह�,��, #$��% �ह�,�! (�s +!% �vu�&!), ��,�R ���, �) 	
$ +!(! �! 	��?r�, 
��� �� �R �! 	��?r�, 	 	�t��!, �ह�,��, ��,�R �	�(ह% ���, P"$�6 ���, �	�(�� O
�+%, 	(��$, 
�"	(P� O	a) �� (Y_�	%� �ह�,�/�! �)  �a �� 	%,"	\ ��%) ह)�" 	( �� 	�,� #�E;� Z  () E� (d> �! =(	P �)  
	$E �	�(!N� �� ह];) /ह4;! U� �	�(!N� =(	P �)  �3$ ����% �� �a �V KL�,!��9 	�,� #�E;�  Z 
To be considered for appointment to the post of Scientific Assistant/C in the entry pay of  

` 44900/- in the Pay Matrix Level 7 of 7
th

 Central Pay Commission Pay as per Central Civil 

Services (Revised Pay) Rules 2016 (plus other allowances like Central Dearness Allowance, 

Children Education Assistance, Canteen subsidy, Site Allowance, Cable TV reimbursement, 

News Paper reimbursement, Medical Assistance, Site Conveyance Allowance, Washing 

Allowance, Family Accommodation, School facility etc. as admissible from time to time as per 

Corporation Rules).  He/She will be on probation for a period of one year and shall be 

confirmed in the post on successful completion of the probationary period. 

c5����'�� 
Transfer: 

*� 	(_��% �)  	(e�  ,	%� =n,rL,] �4 /,?	@,� �A(� �A�B�)C% D3 *�	&,� 	$	�+)&, �0�� ����9" 
	
#$!घ�, ������ �! 	�	\,�� �4 ��%) �)  	$E �Y%�� 	�,� #�E;� Z  	3� �!, 	%;� 	ह� �V #Y�� O(1,� 
ह4, ���� �)  	��! �! KL�% �V �)(� ��%) �)  	$E a�,! ह];) U� E� *��6 �) a?��) *��6 �V KL�%����9 �)  	$E 
a�,! ह];) Z  
Candidates selected against this advertisement will be posted  at Nuclear Power Corporation of 

India Limited, Madras Atomic Power Station, Kalpakkam to fill its vacancies.  However, they 

are liable to serve in any part of India and liable to transfer from one unit to another, as may be 

required in the interest of the Corporation. 

 

#
$� �0 � ��<  HOW TO APPLY 
 

1. O()a% �) ($ D%-$�*% �� ह! K (!��� 	�E #�E;V  Z 	a%���: 27/06/2019 (10:00 
#)) �) 11/07/2019 (17:00 
#)) �� D%$�*% O()a% 
�! �"	(P� X"$!  �ह);! Z  
Applications will be accepted ON-LINE ONLY.  The facility of online application will be opened from 27.06.2019 

(10:00 hrs.) to 11.07.2019 (17:00 hrs.). 
 

2. O()a% �! D%$�*% K�"	� ह)�" www.npcil.nic.in U� www.npcilcareers.co.in ()
��*+ a)XV Z =n ,rL,] �4 ह���! ()
��*+ �)  ह4��)# 
�� ''�Y �) O()a% ��V'' 	(�� � �� 	@� ���) ह"E 	aE ;E =%"a)C] �4 �S%) �! �$�ह a! #��! हY Z    
For online submission of application, please visit the website www.npcil.nic.in and  www.npcilcareers.co.in.   

Candidates are advised to read instructions given on home page of our website by clicking the option “How to apply”. 
 

3. E� �a �)  	$E �) ($ E� ह! O()a% K(!��,> हY Z  ,	a =n,Lo E� �) =	P� �a ह)�" O()a% ��%) �)  	$E *�I" � हY �4, t,)� �a ह)�" 
=$;-=$; O()a% D%$�*% �) ��%�  �	हE Z  	3� �!, ��! �a] �)  	$E E� ह! 	a% �V 	$	X� ��!N� O,4	#� �! #� ���! हY Z   
Only one application is acceptable for one post.  If candidate wishes to apply for more than one post, separate 

application should be submitted online for each post.  However, Written Examination may be conducted on the same 

day for all the posts. 
 

4. =n,rL,] �4 =�	�� 	a%��� �! �!N� 	�E 	
%� �ह$) �) ह! D%$�*% O()a% ��%) �! �$�ह a! #��! हY Z   
Candidates are advised to submit the ON-LINE application well in advance without waiting for the Closing Date. 
 

5. =n,Lo �4 �) ($ ()
��*+ �� 	aE ;E D%$�*% O()a% �R {��� ह! O()a% ��%� हY Z  
A Candidate has to apply through online application form provided on the website only. 
 

6. 	a%���: 27/06/2019 (10:00 ��) �)  11/07/2019 (17:00 ��) �� ()
��*+ �� D%$�*% O()a% ��$u P �ह);� Z  
The online application form will be available on the website from 27.06.2019 (10:00 Hrs.) to 11.07.2019 (17:00 Hrs). 
 

7. D%$�*% O()a% 	m,� �4 �?�� ��%) U� O()a% ��F ,� �� � ��%) �)  	$E ��! �"��;� �? %�E� (#Y�) =ह>�� 	((�9, =%"�( 	((�9, 
	�C� =��, 6�)$ ���, ����>  �4
�*$ ��F ,� O	a) �4 ��%� =	%(�,> हY Z  *�	$E, D%$�*% O()a% ��%) �)  �ह$) ��! �? %�W� �4 
�Y,�� �X%) �)  	$E O()a�] �4 �$�ह a! #��! हY Z    
It is mandatory to input all the relevant information (such as qualification details, experience details, percentage marks, 

email address, contact mobile number etc.) to complete the online application process and get the Application number. 

Therefore, applicants are advised to keep such information ready before applying online. 
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8. D%$�*% O()a% ��%) �) �ह$) =n,rL,] �4 ����� "�m� �< 50� �� � � &�!� #��� '5� #��� �< �� � �� 125 x 165 ��I�� (4.4 
x 5.8 �<������) �� &��� E����>H `� ����� "�m� �< 20� �� � � &�!� #��� '5� #��� �< �� � �� 125 x 80 ��I�� (4.4 x 2.9 
�<������) �� &��� हc'�2� �4 K�Y % ��%� हY Z  ���	�� (=�$4&)&) I�,�	 R �4 ()C �R (=&	�+ ��&>) �� �"	0� (M+) 	�,� 
#�E;� U� ()C �R �� �"	0� I�,�	 R �)  O()a� �4 ह! 	$	X� ��!N� / 2,(��,/�GC$ ��!N� (#ह�� �! $�;? ह4)/��N�t��� (,	a $�;? 
ह4) �V =%"�	� a! #�E;! Z      
Before applying online candidate should scan his / her photograph in JPG format, of size not more than 50KB and a 

minimum of 125 x 165 pixels (4.4 x 5.8 in cm) in dimensions and signature in JPG format of size not more than 

20KB and a minimum of 125 x 80 pixels (4.4 x 2.9 cm) in dimensions. The photograph uploaded will be printed on 

the Admit Card and only the applicant whose photograph is printed on the Admit Card will be allowed to take up the 

Written Examination/ Trade/ Skill Test (wherever applicable)/ Interview (if applicable). 
 

9. D%$�*% ��#!��9 	m,� �V 	%5 %	$	X�  �9 ह];) :  
The Online registration process consist of following steps: 
 

a.  �9-1: ��! �"F , �? %� #Y�) %��, #/ �	�	L, y)9!, 6�)$, ����>  �4
�*$ ��F ,�, 	a2 ,��; 	((�9 U� =/ , I? + 	((�9, ,	a $�;? हY �4 
O()a�] �4 ��%) �! O(1 �,�� हY Z *�  �9 �)  �3$���?(>� ���	p ��, O()a� �)  6�)$ �� E� �	m, M$� �)# 	a,� #�E;� Z 
��#!��9 ह)�"  +A�/
�E� �)/ ," �) Apply=>Online Registration �� 	@� ��V Z  
Step 1: The applicant is required to furnish all basic information such as Name, Date of Birth, Category, Email, 

Contact mobile number, PWD details and other exemption details, if applicable. On successful completion of this 

stage, activation link is sent to applicant's email. Click on Apply=>Online Registration from the top/left menu 

for Registration. 
 

b. >��-2: O()a� �4  �9-1 �V ��#!��9 �?�� ह4%) �)  
�a 6-�)$ �)  ��`,� �) �p �	m,9 M$� �� 	@� ���) ह"E X��� �4 �	m, 
��%) �! O(1,��� हY Z  
Step 2: The applicant is required to activate the account by clicking on the activation link received through email 

after completing Registration in Step 1. 
 

c. >��-3: *� �	m,�� �)  �3$ ����% �� ������ �< #
$� ��� �)  	$E =n,rL,] =�%� $A; *% O6&! U� ���(&> �� ,4; 
���)  $A; *% �� ���) हs Z  *�  �9 �V O()a� �4 =�%� CYN	9� =ह>��, ��,> =%"�( ,	a �46 ह4 �4, O	a �� �?9> 	((�9 ��%) �! 
O(1,��� हY Z 
Step 3: On successful completion of this activation, candidates can login using their login id and password 

for apply online. In this step the applicant is required to fill in all details of his Educational Qualifications, Work 

Experience if any etc. 
  

,ह E� 
ह"K��!,  �9 हY, O()a� �4 (�>��%  �9 ह)�" O(1,� �? %� �! 	(	T ��%) �� ह! =;$)  �9 �� #�%) �! =%"�	� 	�$�! 
हY Z  *%  �9] �� =%"m� *� ��� हY:- 
This is a multistage step where applicant is allowed to go to next stage only on entering the information required for 

current stage. The sequence of stages are as follows: 
 

i. CYN	9� =ह>�� Educational Qualifications 

ii. ��,> =%"�( Work Experience 

iii. 2 ,	\;� 	((�9 Personal Details 

iv. I�,�	 R, हK ��N� =�$4& ��V Upload Photo, Signature 

v. O()a% K �"� ��V Submit Application 

 

10. =��6 D%$�*% �)/,? (Apply � Apply Online) �� ���4\  �9] �� M$� हY Z  O()a� �4 CYN	9� =ह>�� (“Educational 
Qualifications”) M$� �� 	@� ���) ह"E C"e ��%�  �	हE Z  E� 
�� �? %� �4 �)( ���) ह! =;$)  �9 ,�%! ��,> =%"�( (“Work 
Experience”) �! �? %� �4 ��%) �)  	$E ��$uP 	�,� #�E;� Z  (�>��%  �9 �) ��
�	P� ��! �? %�W� �! 	(	T ��%) �)  
�a O()a� 
�R �)  	% $) ��; �V “�)( �L� =;$)  �9 ह)�" O;) 
S%�” (“Save and Proceed to Next Step”) 	(��� �� ��,4; �� ���) हs, #4 
(�>��%  �9 �V 	(	T� �? %�W� �4 �)( ��);� U� =;$)  �9 �4 ��%) �)  	$E X4$ a);� Z  =;$�  �9 =��6 D%-$�*% �)%? (Apply 
Online menu (Apply����Apply Online) �V 	aE ;E M$� �� ��,4; ���)  �! X4$� #� ���� हY Z  “�)( �L� =;$)  �9 ह)�" O;) 
S%�” 
(Save and Proceed to Next Step) 	(��� �� ��,4; �� 	��! �!  �9 �V �? %�W� �4 �)( 	�,� #� ���� हY Z  O()a� {��� “O()a% 
K�"� ��V” (Submit Application)  �9 �� �ह" � �) ह! O()a� {��� 	(	T� ��! �? %�W� �� �e� (i�j+) 	aX�,� #�E;� Z   *� K�� �V 
O()a� �4 �?(>  �9] �V 	(	T� 	��! �! 	((�9 �4 ��C4	P� ��%) �! =%"�	� हY Z ,	a O()a� O�K� हY 	� 	(	T� ��! �? %� �हg हY, 
�4 “O()a% K�"� ��V” (Submit Application) 	(��� �� ,4; �� O()a% K�"� �� ���� / ���! हY Z  �� ��� �ह n��� $< �� A� ��� 
#
$� "c'�' ��� �  ��$ #
$� X��� $� @R ��>�� �< ���� ���
'7� ��� �� &����' �हh हV@� Z  O()a% K�"� ��%) �)  
�a #
$� 
��k�� OE;� Z  2,(��,/�GC$ ��!N9/��9�R �t,��% 	m,� �V ��vKL� ह4�) ��, �"	0� (M+)&) O()a% $�%) �! O(1,��� हY Z 

The links for the above stages are available on Apply Online menu (Apply=>Apply Online). The applicant should start 

by clicking on the "Educational Qualifications" link. Once information is saved, the next stage i.e. Work Experience 

will be made available for filling up the information.  On entering of all the information related to current stage, the 

applicant can use "Save and Proceed to Next Step" option at the bottom of form which will save the information 

entered in current stage and opens the next stage for filling. The next stage can also be opened using link provided 

in Apply Online menu (Apply=>Apply Online).  The information at any stage can be saved using the "Save and 
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Proceed to Next Step" option.  Once the applicant reaches "Submit Application" stage, a draft of all the information 

entered by the applicant will be shown. At this point the applicant is allowed to modify any details entered in earlier 

stages.  If applicant is sure that all the information entered is correct, he/she can submit the application using "Submit 

Application" option. Please note that the Applicant will not be allowed to make any changes in the information 

furnished once he/she submits the Application. After submission of application, an Application no. will be 

generated. The printed application is required to be brought at the time of attending Trade/Skill Test/Certificate 

verification process. 
 

11. K���7D ��@� >��8 �V ���7 ��� �  ��$ ह� �
6���' ���� a� �$ ह'� ������ #
$� "�G�� ���7 हV'� ह0 1   
The Online Application Process for any of the post advertised is complete only after all the above-mentioned 

applicable steps are complete. 
 

12. O()a% vKL	� �4 =n,Lo {��� $A; *% �)  
�a “O()a% vKL	� 	(���” (Apply���� Application Status) �� ��,4; ���)  a)X ���) हs Z  
Application Status can be seen by the candidate using "Application Status option" (Apply=>Application Status) after 

Login. 
 

13. D%$�*% O()a% �R �V a! ;6 �? %� �)  OP�� �� ह! ���	�� ��(!N� ह4;! Z  *�	$E $�Q ���ह a! #��! हY 	� D%$�*% O()a% �R �V 
��! 	((�9 �4 ��(P�%! �) U� �ह! ¦�; �) 	(T 	�,� #�E Z    
Initial screening is primarily based on the information provided in the online application form. It is, therefore, strongly 

advised that all the details should be carefully and correctly entered in online application form. 
 

14. O()a� �4 D%$�*% ��#!��9 �)  ��, ����9 (=�$4M&;) ��%) ह)�" K�Y % 	�E ;E हK��N� U� I�,�	 R �4 �Y,�� �X%) �! 
O(1,��� हY Z 
Applicants are required to keep the scanned signature and photograph ready for uploading at the time of online 

registration. 
 

15. �� �,� `,�% aV 	� (YP हK��N� U� I�,�	 R �)  	
%� “������ #
$� "�H” �4 K(!��� %हg 	�,� #�E;� Z  
Please note that the 'Online Application Form' without valid signature and photograph will not be accepted. 
 

 

�<>���7  �$?���@�� ह'� ������ �$����$��:   
General guidelines for Persons With Benchmark Disabilities : 
 

a) ����
��� �� "�V@ Using a scribe: 
 

a�1, 	a2,��; =n,rL,] U� 	��! ���9(C KL�,! e� �) 	$X%) �! ;	� �V 	��? $ e� �) ��	(� =n,rL,], %! ) �	§	X� �!��W� �)  
=P!% ��!N� �)  aG��% =�%! $�;� �� =�%) K(,� �)  	$X%)(�$� / (� � �� ��,4; �� ���) हs Z  ��! ��! ���$] �V #ह�� 	$X%)(�$� 
(Km�*
) / (� � (�!&�) �� ��,4; 	�,� #��� हY, (ह�� 	%^��	�� 	%,� $�;? ह];):- 
The visually impaired candidates and candidates whose writing speed is adversely affected permanently for any reason 

can use their own Scribe / Reader at their cost during the examination, subject to limits as mentioned below. In all such 

cases where a Scribe / Reader is used, the following rules will apply: 

(i) 	$X%)(�$� / (� � �)(� ��$uP ��%)  �ह%) (�$) =n,rL,] �4 	(	P(� ��� ह"O 	$X%)(�$� / (� � घ4d9� �R �4 $�%� 
ह4;�Z   �R ह���! ()
��*+ �V ��$uP हY Z 
The candidate if intend to avail Scribe / Reader Service, must bring Scribe Declaration Form duly filled and to 

be submitted to the Invigilator.  The Form is available in our website.  

(ii) =n,rL,] �4 =�%! K(,� �! $�;� �� =�%�-=�%� K(,� �� 	$X%)(�$� / (� � �� 
�P ��%� ह4;� Z 
The candidates will have to arrange his / her own Scribe / Reader at his / her own cost. 

(iii) =n,rL,] {��� 
�P 	�E ;E 	$X%)(�$� / (� �, ��!N� �� =n,Lo %हg ह4%�  �	हE Z 
The Scribe / Reader arranged by the candidates should not be a candidate for the examination. 

(iv) 	m,� �)  	��! �!  �9 �V ���4\ �� �§�घ% ��E #�%) �� ��!N� �)  	$E =n,Lo U� 	$X%)(�$� / (� � a4%] �! =n,rL�� �4 
�¨ �! #�E;! Z 
If violation of the above is detected at any stage of the process, candidature for Examination of both the 

candidates and the Scribe / Reader will be cancelled. 

(v) E� =n,Lo ह)�" 	$X%)(�$� / (� � �� ��,> ��%) (�$) a?��) =n,Lo �)  	$E 	$X%)(�$� / (� � %हg ह4 ���) हs Z 
A person acting as a Scribe / Reader for one candidate cannot be a Scribe / Reader for another candidate. 

(vi) 	$X%)(�$� / (� � �� CYN	9� C�X� �a ह)�" 	%P-	�� C�X� �) 	�Q ह4%�  �	हE Z 
The Scribe / Reader should be from an academic stream different from that stream prescribed for the post. 

(vii) 	$X%)(�$� / (� � �4 =n,Lo {��� 	aE ;E ��� �4 हK�N)� / �हg %हg ��%�  �	हE Z  
The Scribe / Reader should not interfere / correct the answer given by the candidate. 

(viii) 	$X%)(�$�/(� � ह)�" :�� ,L� �	§	X� ��! 	%,� ,4�,�� ��%a�&] �4 	$X%)(�$�/(� � �?�� ���� हY �"	%	�� ��%) �)  	$E 
=n,rL,] �L� 	$X%)(�$�/(� � a4%] �4 �	 � ( %
��� a)%! ह4;! Z  *��)  O;), =;� 
�a �V ,ह ���  $� 	� 	��! �! 
,4�,�� ��%a�& �! �?r� % 	�E #�%) �� ,� �c�6 	I��%) �� 	$	X� ��!N� �)  �	�9�� �� `,�% 	aE 	
%� O()a� �! =n,rL�� �¨ 
�� a! #�E;! Z  
Both the candidates as well as Scribe / Reader will have to give a suitable undertaking confirming that the 

Scribe / Reader fulfils all the stipulated eligibility criteria for a Scribe / Reader as mentioned above.  Further, in 
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case, it later transpires that he / she did not fulfil any laid down eligibility criteria or suppressed material facts, 

the candidature of the applicant will stand cancelled, irrespective of the result of the written examination. 

(ix) ��!N� �� ह� घ�+� �)  	$E 20 	�%+ �� 	��?�� ��, ,� =/,L� ,L� �"©�( �)  	$E 	$X%)(�$�/(� � �� ��,4; ��%) (�$) 
=n,rL,] ��R ह];) Z   
Those candidates using a Scribe / Reader shall be eligible for compensatory time of 20 Minutes for every hour 

of the examination or as otherwise advised. 
 

b) &�c5 �$?���@ &Z�5p Orthopedically impaired candidates: 
 

 $%)-	3�%) �! 	%zC\�� U� ��,> 	%w��a% (	$X%�) �4 P!�� ��%) �! �!�� �� ��	(� �vK�w�!, �N�घ�� (/,?%�� 40% 
	%zC\��) �! =n,rL,] �)  	$E ह� घ�+� �)  	$E 20 	�%+ �� 	��?�� ��, ,� =/,L� ,L� �"©�( ह)�" =%"�	� a! #�E;! Z 
A Compensatory time of 20 minutes per hour or otherwise as advised shall be permitted for the candidates with 

locomotors disability and cerebral palsy where dominant (Writing) extremity is affected to the extent of slowing the 

performance of function (Minimum of 40 % impairment). 

 

=n,rL,] �4 �ह�,� ����9 #Y�) y(9 ,�R O	a �� ��,4; ��%) �! =%"�	� हY Z ��/�" (हg �4 O()a% �R ���) ��, �§)X 	�,� 
#�%�  �	हE U� =%"�4a% ह4%) �)  C�> �� Z   �L�	� �	��	$R (�Y �J,?$)+�),  $ a?���d (�4
�*$ 34%) O	a #Y�) *$)J[A	%� ��P%] �! 
=%"�	� %हg हY Z 
The candidates are allowed to use assistive devices like Hearing Aids etc. But the same need to be mentioned at the time 

of filling the application form and are subject to approval. However electronic devices such as Calculators, Mobile 

Phones etc are not allowed. 
 

c) $��L �$?���@ &Z�5p Visually impaired candidates: 
 

��!N� �� ह� घ�+� �)  	$E 20 	�%+ �� 	��?�� ��, ,� =/,L� ,L� �"©�( �)  	$E a�	T 	a2,��; =n,rL,] (��-�)-�� 40% 
	%zC\�hK�) ��R ह];) Z 
Visually impaired candidates (who suffer from not less than 40 % of disability) will be eligible for compensatory time of 

20 minutes for every hour or otherwise as advised for the examination.  
 

a�	T 	a2,��; =n,rL,] �4 ��!N� �) /0 �V =%"�4a% ह4%) �� =%"�� �ह�, ��P%] #Y�) ªY$ K$)+, y(9 ,�R, �� a�	T �ह�, ����9 �4 $�%) 
�! =%"�	� ह4;!  Z   �L�	� �	��	$R (�Y �J,?$)+�),  $ a?���d (�4
�*$ 34%) O	a #Y�) *$)J[A	%� ��P%] �! =%"�	� %हg हY Z 
Visually Impaired candidates may allowed to bring permissible Assistive Devices such as Braille Slate, Hearing Aids, 

Low Vision Assistance Devices subject to approval at the Centre.  However electronic devices such as Calculators, 

Mobile Phones etc. are not allowed. 

 

&Z �[5�8 ह'� ������ �'� `� ��>��  
 

GENERAL CONDITIONS AND INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES 
 

1. �) ($ ����!, %�;	�� ह! O()a% ह)�" ��R हs Z  
Only Indian Nationals are eligible to apply. 
 

2. D%$�*% O()a% K�"� ��%) �) �ह$), =n,rL,] �4 ,ह �"	%	�� ��%� ह4;� 	� D%$�*% 	(_��% �V ��	C� �)  =%"��� O,", CYN	9� 
=ह>��E�, ��,> =%"�( U� =/, O(1,���W� �) ��
�	P� ��! ��R�� ��%a�&] �! �?r� ���) हs Z  =;� =n,Lo ��R %हg हY �4, ��o 	m,� �)  
	��! �!  �9 �V �%�! =n,rL�� �¨ �! #�E;! Z  =;� =n,Lo,  ,% 	m,� �V ��R हY �L� 
�a �V ,ह ��,� #��� हY 	� () ��R�� ��%a�& �! 
�?r� %हg ���) हs �4 �%�! =n,rL�� �¨ �! #�E;! U� =;� 	%,"\ 	�E ;E हs �4 	
%� �46 �? %� ,� N	��?r� �)  �)(�-���	p �! #�E;! Z 
Before submitting the online application form, the candidate must ensure that he/she fulfills all the required eligibility 

criteria for the post for which he/she is applying as detailed for the respective post. If the candidate is not eligible, 

his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of the recruitment process. If the candidate qualifies in the selection 

process and subsequently, it is found that he / she does not fulfill the eligibility criteria, his / her candidature will be 

cancelled and if appointed, services will be terminated without any notice or compensation. 
 

3. =	P��� O," �!�� �! ;9%� ह)�" 	%raT (�+-D3) 	a%���: 11/07/2019 हY Z 
The cut off date for reckoning the Maximum Age Limit is 11.07.2019. 
 

4. 	(_�	�� 	�	\,�� =%�	�� हY U� O(1,���E� �)  =%"��� �	�(r�� ह4 ���� हY Z  	(_��% �V �?	 � 	�	\ vKL	� �! ��F,� �V ��! ,� C?/, 
ह4%) �� �! �	�9��! N	�/ह�	% ह)�" O()a� �! 	��?r� �)  	$E 	%;� �� �46 a�	,t( %हg हY Z  
The vacancies advertised are provisional and may vary as per requirements.  In case, the vacancy position indicated in 

the Advertisement is reduced to any number or even to nil, Corporation is not liable to compensate the applicant for any 

consequential damage/loss. 
 

5. =n,Lo �4 D%-$�*% O()a% K�"� ��%) �! =�	�� 	a%��� �)  �ह$) �) ह! =ह>� ��!N� �V ��!9> ह"O ह4%�  �	हE Z  =ह>� ��!N� �V ��vKL� 
ह"E =n,rL,] 	#%�)  �	�9�� D%-$�*% O()a% K�"� ��%) �! =�	�� 	a%��� �� घ4	d� %हg 	�E ;E हs, ��H �हh ह8@ Z   
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Candidates must have already passed the qualifying examination as on the last date of submission of online application.  

Candidates who have appeared for the qualifying examination but whose results are not declared by the crucial last date 

for submitting online application, are not eligible. 
 

6. 	�3>  :�� �	§	X� 	(P�W� �� ह! 	( �� 	�,� #�E;� Z  ���4\ �)  ���"�, �46 �! ��lm�/	(P�W� �� 	( �� %हg 	�,� #�E;� Z 
Only the mentioned disciplines will be considered.  Any Course/Disciplines with equivalence to the mentioned will not 

be considered. 
 

7. ���� �����, ��%( ����P% 	(��� ��R�$, {��� =%"�4	a�/��/,�� �p �4 	�� ��%) �L� ��9 �� a�	,t(, =n,rL,] �� ह! 	%�>� हY Z 
To prove approved/recognized  by Government of India, Ministry of Human Resource Development, the onus of proof 

rests with candidates only. 
 

8. ���� U� (�	�� =ह>��E� =�� 	�C� �A$� �V �+!� =�� 	�C� ��R �� ह! �§)X ��%� हY �a�ह�9: 49.9% �4 50% �)  e� �V 
�?9«	�� %हg 	�,� #�%�  �	हE (,�) 59.9% �4 60% �)  e� �V �?9«	�� %हg 	�,� #�%�  �	हE Z  
Exact percentage of marks only should be mentioned in Graduation and Professional Qualification percentage of marks 

column e.g. 49.9% and the same should NOT be rounded off to 50% (or) 59.9% and the same should NOT be rounded 

off to 60%. 
 

9. O()a� �4 #)�!#! �e� �V 50�) 
! �) % =	P� O��� �L� O,�� �V �� �) �� 125 x 165 	�J�)$ (4.4 x 5.8 �V+!�!+�) �� ह�$ �� 
=�%� I�,�	 R �4 K�Y % ���)  ����9 (=�$4&) ��%� हY Z ���	�� (=�$4&)&) I�,�	 R �4 ()C �R (=&	�+ ��&>) �� �"	0� (M+) 
	�,� #�E;� U� ()C �R �� �"	0� I�,�	 R �)  O()a� �4 ह! 	$	X� ��!N� �V =%"�	� a! #�E;! Z 
Applicants must upload their scanned copy of recent photograph in the JPG format, of size not more than 50KB and a 

minimum of 125 x 165 pixels (4.4 x 5.8 in cm) in dimensions. The photo uploaded will be printed on the Admit Card 

and only the applicant whose photo is printed on the Admit Card will be allowed to take up the Written Examination. 
 

10. O()a� �4 #)�!#! �e� �V 20�) 
! �) % =	P� O��� �L� O,�� �V �� �) �� 125 x 80 	�J�)$ (4.4 x 2.9 �V+!�!+�) �� =�%� हK��N� 
�4 �! K�Y % ���)  ����9 (=�$4&) ��%� हY Z 
Applicants must also upload their scanned signature in JPG format of size not more than 20KB and a minimum of 125 x 

80 pixels (4.4 x 2.9 cm) in dimensions. 
 

11. (�>��% �V, �	§	X� ��! �a ��	
घ ��,�R �)  	$E 	%P-	�� हs, $)	�% 	%;� �! O(1,��� �)  OP�� �� 	%;� �)  	��! �! *��6 ,� 
����/	(a)C �V 	��! �! KL�% �� �)(� ��%) �! a),�� हY Z  
Presently, all mentioned posts are identified for MAPS Site but carries with it liability to serve in any of the Units of the 

Corporation or at any place in India/abroad depending upon the requirement of the Corporation. 
 

12. 
V ���>  	a2,��;#% =n,rL,] �)  	$E /,?%�� 	a2,��;�� 40% हY Z  	a2,��;�� �! ��-y)9! �4 �?	 � 	�,� #�%� हY Z  
V ���>  	a2,��;#% 
=n,rL,] �)  ��� 
4&> {��� *� OC, �)  	$E |��!  ��9�R ह4%�  �	हE / 	#� �� ����� �)  	 	�t�� =P!N�/ �"F, 	 	�t�� 
=	P���!/ 	 	�t��$, �� P�% {��� 	�हK��N	�� ह4%�  �	हE Z 
The minimum disability in case of PwBDs candidates is 40%. Sub-category of disability is to be indicated. The PwBDs 

candidates shall possess a Certificate to this effect issued by the Board/countersigned by the Medical 

Superintendent/Chief Medical Officer/Head of Hospital of Government. 
 

13. =%"�?	 � #�	�/ =%"�?	 � #% #�	�/ =/, 	�&) (;> / 
V ���>  	a2,��;#% y)9! �) ��
�	P� ��! =n,rL,] �4 �t,��% �)  	$E 	%P-	�� 
'�V 0 �����' �e� �V ��) ��9�R |��! ��%) �)  	$E �	P�� � �N� �	P���! �) #�	� ��9�R �! �?$ �)  ��L-��L K(-=%"��	9� 	� 
K�"� ��%� हY Z  =/, 	�&) (;> ��9�R, %(4Q� (;> (m!�! $),�) / ;Y� %(4Q� (;> (%A%-m!�! $),�) �! vKL	� �)  
��) �V �	 � e� �) 
�§)X �)  ��L ह�$ �! ���!X �� ह4%� हY Z  (���� ����� �� 	aC�	%a�C �)  =%"��� O�N9 �)  	$E �) ($ “;Y� %(4Q� (;> X�&” (%A%-
m!�! $),� @A�) �� ��9�R (�$) =/, 	�&) (;> =n,rL,] ह! ��R ह];)) Z 
All candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC/PwBDs category shall produce  self attested copy of the Caste Certificate in the 

prescribed 'Central Government' format from the Competent Authority empowered to issue such certificate along with 

originals for verification. OBC Certificate shall be of a recent date with suitable mention about Creamy layer / Non – 

Creamy layer status. (OBC candidates with certificate having the "Non-Creamy Layer Clause" only will be eligible for 

reservation as per Government of India guidelines). 
 

14. �	 � �	P���! {��� #�	�/#% #�	� ��9�R �� �t,��% U� =/, C����R] �� �t,��% �)  =P!% =n,Lo �! 	%,"	\ =%�	�� �ह);! Z  
=;� ���4\ �t,��% �) =n,Lo {��� =%"�?	 � #�	� / =%"�?	 � #% #�	�/ =/, 	�Iq) (;> (;Y� %(4Q� (;>) / 
V ���>  	a2,��;#% y)9! �)  
ह4%) �� a�(� U� =/, C����R] ©?�� ��E #�%) �� 	
%� �46 ���9 
��E �t��$ �%�! �)(� ���p �� a! #�E;! Z  ��) ©?�� ��9�R] / 
C����R] �! K�"	� ह)�" =n,Lo �)  	(e� ,L4	 � ��! =;$! ���>(�6 ��%) �� =	P��� �! /,?�A�A*�	$ �)  ��� �"�	N� हY Z 
The candidate's appointment will remain provisional subject to caste/tribe certificates being verified from appropriate 

authorities and verification of other testimonials. The candidate's services will be liable to be terminated forthwith 

without assigning any reason in case the above verification reveals that his/her claim for belonging to SC/ST/OBC 

(NCL)/PwBD category and other testimonials is found false. The NPCIL also reserves its right to take such further 

action against the candidate, as it may deem proper, for production of such a false caste certificate / testimonials. 
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15. OrL� e� �) ��|4� (;> �! �	���d� 	a%���: 19/01/2019 �� ��r�� �L� 	CN9 	(��; �)  Oa)C E3.��.36039/1/2019 �)  =%"��� 
ह4;!Z  ���� ����� / ��r�� �L� 	CN9 	(��; �)  {��� 	%P-	�� �e� (3A��+) �V �N� �	P���! �)  {��� |��! O, U� �	����	� 
��9�R �! K�"	� �� ह! OrL� e� �) ��|4� (;> �)  =��;>� O�N9 �� $�� �p 	�,� #� ���� हY Z 
The definition of Economically Weaker Sections shall be as per the DoPT Order F.No.36039/1/2019 dated 19.01.2019.  

The benefit of reservations under EWSs can be availed only upon production of an Income and Asset Certificate issued 

by a Competent Authority in the format prescribed by GOI/DoPT. 
 

16. �	 � ��`,� {��� O, �L� �	����	� ��9�R �� �t,��% �)  =P!% �L� OrL� e� �) ��|4� (;> �)  =��;>� 	%,"	\ =%�	�� �ह);! U� 
=;� �t,��% �) OrL� e� �) ��|4� (;> �)  ह4%) �� a�(� %�$! / ©?� ��E #�%) �� 	
%� �46 ���9 
��E �t��$ �%�! �)(� ���p �� 
a! #�E;! U� %�$! / ©?�� ��9�R �! K�"	� �)  	$E ����!, a�& ��	ह�� �)  �(P�%] �)  =��;>� 	��? $ ��( &�$) 	
%� ��! =;$! 
���>(�6 �! #�E;! Z   
The appointment under EWSs is provisional and is subject to the Income and asset certificate being verified through the 

proper channels and if the verification reveals that the claim to belong to EWS is fake/false the services will be 

terminated forthwith without assigning any further reasons and without prejudice to such further action as may be taken 

under the provisions of the Indian Penal Code for production of fake/false certificate. 
 

17. 2,(��, / �GC$ ��!N9 / ��9�R �t,��% / ��N�t��� (�) ($ (Y_�	%� �ह�,� ह)�" $�;?) �)  ��, D%$�*% O()a% �� हA&> �A�! �)  
��L-��L 	%^��	�� aK��()|] (�t,��% ह)�" �?$ U� =	�$)X(	���&>) ह)�" K(-=%"��	9� 	�) �4 �a%"��� K�"� ��%� O(1,� हY: 
The following documents (original for verification and a self attested copy for record) along with the hard copy of the 

Online Application are required to be produced at time of Trade/ Skill Test/ Certificate verification / Interview 

(applicable for SAs only) accordingly:- 

��9�R -- ,L� $�;? CYN	9� =ह>�� U� ��%!�! =ह>�� �)  	$E ��rL� ��9�R] U� ��)	�� =���? ! /��! =���? ! (��)K+�/(d>)Z  
,	a ��9�R / =���? ! 	ह/a! ,� =�h)#! �V %हg हY �4, 	ह/a! ,� =�h)|! �V =%"(�	a� =%"��	9� 	� �4 K�"� ��%� हY Z ��! ��)K+� / (d> 
�)  =���? ! �4 K�"� ��%� हY Z 
Certificate – Educational Qualification and Technical Qualification as applicable supported by consolidated mark sheet/ 

all mark sheets (Semesters/Years) and Certificates.  If the Certificates/ Mark Sheets are not in Hindi or English, a 

translated attested copy in Hindi or English to be submitted.  Mark Sheets of all the Semester / year to be submitted. 
 

=%"�( ��9�R -- (i) 2 (d> �) �� �! U�4	;� 	CN9 ��KL�% (O6+!O6) ��lm� �! =(	P �! 2,(��, (	(P�) �)  	$E ��lm� 
���p ह4%) �)  
�a �� �) �� E� ��$ �"��;� ��,> =%"�( ह4%�  �	हE Z   
Experience Certificate – (i) For Trades (Disciplines) for which the duration of the ITI Course is less than 2 years, the 

candidates shall have atleast one year relevant working experience after completion of the course. 
 

(ii) (Y_�	%� �ह�,�/�! ह)�" - 4 ��$ �� =%"�( ��9�R ह4%�  �	हE Z   
(ii) For Scientific Assistant/C – The experience certificate shall be for 4 years. 
 

a. ��9�R - #/�	�	L (��`,	�� 	(��$, I4q%) �)  ��9�R (E�E�E$�!) / ��`,	�� 	(��$, ��9�R (E�E��!)) 
Certificate -  Date of Birth ( SSLC / SSC ) 
 

b. ��9�R - �c ��`,	�� ��9�R (E E��! - 10+2) ,� O6E��! =���? ! 	#/ह]%) ��,�R  �$� ह)�" O()a% 	�E हY Z 
Certificate – HSC (10+2) or ISC Mark-list for those who are applying for Plant Operator. 

c. ��9�R �L� =���? ! - U�4	;� 	CN9 ��KL�% (O6+!O6)  

Certificate & Mark Sheet-  ITI 

d. ��9�R - 
!E��! �L� =���? ! (t,)� ��)K+� / (d>)  
Certificate - B.Sc. & Mark Sheet (Each Semester/Years) 

e. ��9�R - KL�%����9 ��9�R (+!�!)  
Certificate -  Transfer Certificate (TC) 

f. ��9�R - =ह>�� ��!N� �L� =���? ! - ,L� $�;?   
Certificate/s - Qualifying Exam. & Mark-lists - as applicable 

g. =%"�( ��9�R - ,L� $�;?   
Experience certificate/s - as applicable 

h. 	&�4�� ��9�R �L� ��! ��)K+�] / (d® �)  =���? !   
Diploma Certificate & Marks Sheets of all Semesters/ Years. 

i. (�>��% 	%,4\� �) =%��	� ��9�R (E%W�!) - ,L� $�;?   
No Objection Certificate (NOC) from present employer - as applicable 

j. ��9�R - =%"�?	 � #�	� (E��!) / =%"�?	 � #% #�	� (E�+!) (,	a $�;? ह4)  

Certificate - SC/ST (if applicable) 

k. ��9�R - =/, 	�Iq) (;> (U
!�!- ;Y� %(4Q� (;>) (,	a $�;? ह4)  
Certificate - OBC (Non Creamy Layer) (if applicable) 

l. �<>���7  �$?���@�� �� ��9�R (��$ ��@� हV)  
Certificate of PwBDs (if applicable) 

m. OrL� e� �) ��|4� (;> =n,rL,] �)  	$E OrL� e� �) ��|4� (;> ��9�R Z  

EWSs Certificate for EWSs candidates. 
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18. =���? ! / ��9�R �ह$) �) ह! �p 	�E =n,rL,] O()a% ��%) �)  	$E ��R हY Z  �� ,! U�� h)q 	
/a" (�!#!�!E) / ��)K+� U�� h)q 
	
/a" (E�#!�!E) O	a #Y�) U�� h)q 	
/a" �V =��] �� ��$% 	�E #�%) (�$) 	(��$, / �ह�	(��$, (�A$)#) / ��KL�%] �)  =n,rL,] �! 
vKL	� �V, �/हV ��
�	P� �� ,! U�� h)q 	
/a" (�!#!�!E) / ��)K+� U�� h)q 	
/a" (E�#!�!E) �)  	$E ���"�, 	�C� �4 �?	 � ���) 
ह"E ��
�	P� 	(��$, / �ह�	(��$, / ��KL�% �)  P�% {��� 	(	P(� हK��N	�� ��9�R K�"� ��%�  �	हE Z        
Those candidates who have already received their mark sheets/certificates are eligible to apply. In case of candidates 

from School/Colleges/Institutes where scores in grade point average like CGPA /SGPA etc are followed, they should 

produce a certificate from respective school/college/institution conveying the equivalent percentages for the respective 

CGPA/SGPA scores etc duly signed by Head of the school/college/institution. 
 

19. O()a� �4 2,(��, / �GC$ ��!N9 / ��N�t��� ((Y_�	%� �ह�,� =n,rL,] ��R ह)�") / ��9�R �t,��% �)  ��, ��� �'�5, ���', 
����D'�, &ह7'�, &����>�, &��a
 (��$ �VR) #�$ �  �U���� ह'� �a� �� "����H8 / $c'�
�8 (()
 ��*+ �)  &��%$4& �)/," �) �e� 
(3A��+) �4 =P4��	�� (&��%$4&) 	�,� #� ���� हY) �� c
-&��"����' "�'�8 �  ��5-��5 �a� ��� "����H8 �4 K�"� ��%� हY Z  
	��! O(1,� ��9�R] / aK��()|] �4 K�"� %हg 	�E #�%) �� 2,(��, / �GC$ ��!N9 / ��9�R �t,��% / ��N�t��� ((Y_�	%� 
�ह�,� =n,rL,] ��R ह)�") �)  	$E �46 O()a� �4 =%"�	� %हg a! #�E;! Z 
At the time of Trade/Skill Test/Interview (for SA candidates only)/ Certificate verification, the applicants have to 

produce all original certificates for verification of date of birth, caste, disabilities, qualification, mark-lists, 

experience (if any) etc along with self attested copies of all such certificates / documents (Formats can be 

downloaded from Downloads menu from the website). No Applicant will be allowed for Trade/Skill Test/ Certificate 

verification/ Interview (for SA candidates only), if any of the required certificates / documents are not produced. 
 

20. �	 � �	P���! {��� ��9�R] U� =/, C����R] �)  �t,��% �)  =P!% =n,Lo �! 	%,"	\ =%�	�� �ह);! Z  
The candidate’s appointment will remain provisional subject to verification of certificates and other testimonials from 

the Appropriate Authorities. 
 

21. ��! 	%P-	�� O(1,� =ह>��E� ���7�����, �����' '5� ����'� "�� �
��
i���/��c5�� �) ह4%!  �	हE, =/,L� ��! =ह>�� �� 	( �� 
%हg 	�,� #�E;� Z  
All the prescribed essential qualifications should be full time, regular and from recognised University/Institution 

otherwise such qualification will not be considered. 
 

22. O()a% K�"� ��%) �) �ह$), =n,rL,] �4 ,ह �"	%	�� ��%� ह4;� 	� 	(_��% �V ��	C� �)  =%"��� O,", CYN	9� =ह>��E� U� =/, 
O(1,���W� �) ��
�	P� ��! ��R�� ��%a�&] �! �?r� ���) हs Z  *� ��o ,�  ,% 	m,� �)  	��! �!  �9 �V ,� ��,>��� hह9 ��%) �)  
�a 
�! =;� ,ह ��,� #��� हY 	� =n,Lo ��R�� ��%a�& �4 �?�� %हg ���� ,� ©?�) aK��()|] �4 K�"� 	�,� हY, �4 �%��/�%�! =n,rL�� �4 
=K(!�� � �� 	a,� #�E;� U� ��L ह! 	
%� �46 �? %� ,� N	��?r� �%�� / �%�! �)(�-���	p �! #�E;! Z  
Before submitting the application form, the candidate must ensure that they fulfil all the eligibility criteria with respect 

to age, educational qualifications and other requirements as published in the advertisement. At any stage of this 

recruitment & selection process including after joining, if it is found that the candidate does not fulfil the eligibility 

criteria or produces false documents, his/her candidature will be rejected  and he/she will be terminated from the 

services without any notice or compensation also. 
 

23. =n,rL,] �4 O()a% �	p �! =�	�� 	a%��� �)  �ह$) ह! =ह>� ��!N� ��� 	�,� ह"O ह4%�  �	हE Z  =n,rL,] #4 =ह>� ��!N� �V ��vKL� ह"E 
हs, $)	�% 	#%�)  �	�9�� O()a% K�"� ��%) �)  	$E �हt(�?9> =�	�� 	a%��� �� घ4	d� %हg 	�E ;E हY, () ��R %हg हY Z  
Candidates must have already passed the qualifying examination as on the last date of receipt of application.  Candidates 

who have appeared for the qualifying examination but whose results are not declared by the crucial last date for 

submitting the application, are not eligible. 
 

24. =	P-=ह>��: =ह>�� ��%a�& �)  ��
�P �V ��o ह)�" 	%P-	�� /,?%�� =ह>�� �! �?r� 	�,� #�%�  �	हE Z  ��! 	(_�	�� �a] �)  	$E 	$	X� ��!N� 
/ �GC$ ��!N9 �V ��vKL� ह4%) �)  	$E /,?%�� =ह>�� �)  =	�	�\ �c =ह>�� �	ह� �46 =/, =ह>�� ह4%) �) =n,Lo =,4�, %हg ह];) Z 
Over-Qualification: As regards the qualification criteria, minimum qualification prescribed for recruitment has to be 

fulfilled.  Any other qualification including higher qualification over and above the minimum qualification will not 

disqualify the candidate to appear in Written Examination for all the advertised posts. 
 

25. ��R�� �)  	%P-	�� ��%� �! �?r� ��%) (�$) =n,Lo �4 ह! 	$	X� ��!N� �V ��vKL� ह4%) �)  	$E =%"�	� a! #�E;! Z  	$	X� ��!N� �)  	(d, 
�V 	a%���, ��,, KL�%, ��lm� �L� =/, �? %� �)  
��) �V ()
��*+ �V ��$uP 	�,� #�E;� Z   
Candidates meeting the prescribed standard of eligibility will only be allowed to appear in Written Examination. A 

separate communication about the date, timing, venue, syllabus and other information about the Written Examination 

will be made available in Website. 
 

26. 	$	X� ��!N� D%-$�*% ह4 ���! हY U� ��!N� �V 0/�V 0]  )Q6 �V ह];) Z   
The Written Examination may be on-line and the Examination Centre/Centres will be at Chennai.  

27. �V 0 / ���, �����, �V 0 / ���, ����� �� ��(>#	%� N)R] �)  ��m�] (/,?�A�A*�	$ �	ह�), K(�,� 	%��,, �ह�,�� �p ��KL�%] �V 
��,>�� =n,rL,] �4 �	 � ��`,� {��� O()a% ��%� O(1,� हY, =/,L� �%�)  O()a% �� 	( �� %हg 	�,� #�E;� Z ��) =n,rL,] �4 
(�>��% 	%,4\� �) =%��	� ��9�R (E%W�!) $�%� ह4;�, 	#��)  	
%� �/हV  ,% 	m,� �V ��vKL� ह4%) �! =%"�	� %हg a! #�E;! Z 
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Candidates working in the Central/State Government, Public Sector Undertakings of Central/State Government 

(including NPCIL), Autonomous Body, Aided Institutions are required to send their applications through proper channel 

otherwise their applications will not be entertained. Such candidates must bring NOC from the present Employer 

without which they will not be allowed to appear in the selection process. 
 

28. 	%;� �V =n,Lo �)  =�	��  ,%  	�R E(� �?(>(�� (�! E�& E) U� 	(C)d �"�N� ��($! (E�E�J,?) �L� #�	� ��9�R �)  �t,��% �L� 
	%P-	�� �	P���! {��� 	 	�t�� #��  �)  =P!% ह];) Z   
The final selection of the candidate in the Corporation will be subject to medical examination by the Prescribed 

Authority, verification of Character & Antecedents(C&A) and Special Security Questionnaire (SSQ), and Caste 

Certificates. 
 

29. 	$	X� ��!N� ह)�" O��	R� =%"�?	 � #�	� / =%"�?	 � #% #�	� y)9! �)  
�¯ KL�% =n,rL,] �4 	%,��%"��� O%)-#�%) �)  	$E 	{�!, y)9! �)$ ,� 
��P��9 
� 	���,� �! 	��?r� �! #�E;! Z  	3� �!, �V 0/���, �����, �V 0/���, 	%;�, ��(>#	%� N)R ��m�, KL�%!, ����� ��KL�% �L� 
�� �,� �V �ह$) �) ह! �)(��� =%"�?	 � #�	� / =%"�?	 � #% #�	� =n,rL,] �4 ,�R� ��� �� �";��% %हg 	�,� #�E;� Z 
Outstation candidates of SC/ST called for Written Examination shall be reimbursed to and fro IInd  Class Rail or 

ordinary Bus fare as per rules. However, SC/ST candidates those who are already in Service of Central/State 

Government, Central/State Corporations, PSUs, Local Government Institutions and Panchayats, shall not be paid 

Travelling Allowance. 
 

30. ��R�� ��%a�& �! �?r� %हg ��%) �� ,� #�	� ��9�R, =%��	� ��9�R, ,�R� 	+�+] O	a #Y�) aK��()|] �4 K�"� %हg ��%) �� 
	$	X� ��!N� �V ��vKL� =n,rL,] �4 ,�R� 2,, �! 	��?r� %हg �! #�E;! Z 
Travelling expenditure shall not be reimbursed to candidates for attending Written Examination if they do not fulfil the 

eligibility criteria or do not produce documents like Caste Certificate, No Objection Certificate, Travelling tickets etc. 
 

31. ��o 	m,� �! �?r� ह4%) �� D%$�*% O()a% �R �V 	(T 	�E ;E 6�)$ ��� U� �4
�*$ ��F,� �4 �	m, �X%�  �	हE Z  A� ��� 
������ ' हV� �  ��$ R�� �'� `� �V���� ���� �V ���
['' ��� �� &����' �हh ह0 Z   
The email id and mobile number entered in the online application form should remain active till completion of 

recruitment process.   No change in the email id and mobile number will be allowed once registered. 
 

32. *� ��o 	m,� �)  	��! �!  �9 �V ��o ह4%) ,� ��,>hह9 ��%) �)  
�a �! 	%^	$	X� �V �) �" I �! ��E #�%) �� /,?�A�A*�	$ �V ��! 
	%,"	\,] �)  	$E �\ O()a� �4 =,4�,, �"�a�� �L� 	((r#� �! #� ���! हY U� ���� / ���! O()a% / 	%,"	\ �4 �"��� =K(!�� � 
	�,� #�E;�:-  
At any stage of this recruitment process including after recruitment or joining, if any of the following is detected, the 

said applicant will be liable to be disqualified, prosecuted and debarred for all appointments in NPCIL and his/her 

application/appointment will be rejected forthwith: 
 

&@� #
$� If the applicant: 

a. ;$� �? %� 	a,� हY ,� ©?�� aK��()| K�"� 	�,� हY; ,�  
Has provided false information or submitted false documents; or 

b. ���	;� #�%���! 	I��,� हY; ,�    
Has Suppressed relevant information; or 

c. �a ह)�" 	%P-	�� ��R�� ��%a�& �! �?r� %हg ���� हY; ,�  
Does not meet the eligibility criteria prescribed for the post; or 

d. 	$	X� / D%$�*% ��!N� / ��o 	m,� �)  aG��% =%"	 � ��P%] �� �ह��� 	$,� हY; ,� 
Has resorted to unfair means the Written/Online Test / Recruitment process or  

e. 	�e�9 �� a4d! ��,� #��� हY; ,� 
Is found guilty of impersonation; or 

f. 2,(��,/�GC$ ��!N9 KL�% ,� ��!N� �V 0 �V 	$	X� ��!N� �)  �" �e �� �$% �V ��0( 	�,� हY; ,�  
Has created disturbance affecting the smooth conduct of the Written Test at the Test Centre or Trade/ Skill Test Venue or  

g. =��%(!, ,� =���	;� I�,�	 R �4 ����9 (=�$4&) 	�,� हY Z  
Has uploaded non-human or irrelevant photograph. 
 

33. 	(_�	�� �a ह)�" �	 � =n,Lo %हg ��E #�%) �� 	��! �! =n,Lo �4  ,% %हg ��%) �� =	P��� /,?�A�A*�	$ �)  ��� �"�	N� हY Z  
NPCIL reserves right not to select any of candidates for the advertised post if suitable candidate is not found. 
 

34. �a ह)�" O(1,� =ह>�� (�$) =n,rL,] ��R ह! O()a% ��%) �)  	$E ��R हs Z  =�	�� (d> / =�	�� I��ह! �V ��vKL� ह4%) (�$) ,� �	�9�� �! 
�!N� ��%) (�$) =n,rL,] O()a% ��%) �)  	$E ��R %हg हY Z  *�	$E �%�! =n,rL�� �� 	( �� %हg 	�,� #�E;� Z 
Candidates fulfilling requisite qualification for the post are only eligible to apply. Those candidates who are appearing in 

or awaiting result of final year/ final semester are not eligible to apply. Hence, their candidature shall not be considered. 
 

35. 	��! �! e� �� �N �� (�Y %(��) =%ह>�� ह4;! Z   
Canvassing in any form shall be disqualification. 
 

36. 	��! �! 	((�a �! vKL	� �V =	P���-N)R  )Q6 ह4;� Z  
In case of any dispute, jurisdiction shall be at Chennai. 
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37. *� ��o �L�  ,% 	m,� �4 �46 ���9 ,� �? %� �)  	
%� 	��! �!  �9 �V ���?9> 	m,� �4 ��C4	P� / �¨ / 	(K��� ��%) �� =	P��� 
	%;� �)  ��� �"�	N� हY Z  	��! �! ��� �! ����2, घ+%� �! vKL	� �V �V 0 / KL�% U� / ,� ��! �V 0 / =n,Lo �)  ��
�P �V #ह�� �! O(1,� 
ह4 /,?�A�A*�	$ =�%) 	(()��	P��� �) �"%z 	$	X� ��!N� / 2,(��, / �GC$ ��!N9 / ��N�t��� (,	a $�;? ह4) O,4	#� �� ���� हY Z 
Corporation reserves the right to modify/cancel/expand the whole process of this recruitment and selection process at 

any stage without assigning any reason or intimation.  The NPCIL may at its discretion, hold re-Written test / Trade/ 

Skill Test/ Interview (if applicable), wherever necessary in respect of a Centre / Venue and / or all Centres / candidates 

in case of any eventualities. 
 

38. = ,	%� =n,rL,] �)  ��L �46 �R� �� %हg 	�,� #�E;� Z    
No correspondence will be made with the candidates not selected. 
 

39. 	(_��% �� 	ह/a! e����� �V 	��! �! 	(��;	� �! vKL	� �V ��! ,4#%] �)  	$E =�h)|! e����� ��/, ह4;� Z  
In case of any discrepancy in Hindi version of the Advertisement, English version will prevail for all purposes. 
 

40.  ,% �? ! ;�% �! ���!X �) Iह �ह!%� �) ��) = ,	%� =n,rL,] �� =	�$)X (	���&>) �4 ���	N� %हg 	�,� #�E;� Z  
Record of the non-selected candidates shall not be preserved beyond six months from the date of formation of select list. 
 

41. �<>���7  �$? ���@�� &Z �5p �V ����' ���2� �< � �� "
� ��� '5� �0�� �  ��A #
d �� �ह��'� "$�� �� ��A@� 1 	$	X� ��!N� 
�V 0 �) ($  )Q6 ह4;� Z  
Necessary assistance for access & seating will be provided to PwBD candidates at the Written Examination 

Centre.  The Written Examination Centre will be at Chennai only. 
 

42. =हK��N	��, =P?�) O()a%] �4 ����! �G� �� =K(!�� � 	�,� #�E;� Z 
Unsigned, incomplete applications shall be summarily rejected. 
 

43. 2,(��, / �GC$ ��!N9 ह)�" =	P��� =��] �)  OP�� �� O��	R� 	�E #�%) (�$) =n,rL,] �4 	�
�	P� 	�,� #�E;� U� =n,rL,] �! 
=%"	m,� �� 	%�>� ह4%) �)  ���9 ��! (;>, 	(P� (	&�	�%) �L� O�	N� (;> �)  	$E ���% %हg ह4 ���) हs Z 
The Maximum marks on the basis of which candidates to be called for Trade Test/Skill Test will be restricted and may 

not be uniform for all categories, disciplines, trades and reserved categories as it depends upon the response of the 

candidates. 
 

44. =n,Lo {��� K�"� �? %� �4 ��! �! ©?� ��E #�%) ��, 	$	X� ��!N� / 2,(��, / �GC$ ��!N9 �V ��� ह4%) �)  
�a ��E #�%) �� �! 	
%� 
�46 ���9 �%�! =n,rL�� �4 �t��$ �¨ 	�,� #�E;� Z  �a� ��� "����H / $c'�
� �� �U���� �  &!�� &��'� >�� हV@� Z 
If any information furnished by the candidates reveals false at any time, his candidature shall be cancelled immediately 

without any reason even though it is found after clearing of Written Examination/ Trade/Skill Test.  The final selection 

is subject to verification of  all Original Certificates/documents. 
 

45. /,?�A�A*�	$ �� =	�$)X 	�P��9 U� 	%�+�% %!�! �)  =%"��� ह! *� ��o �) ��
�	P� 	��! ��� �! �?I��I/�? %� �� =	P��� 
(O�+!O6) �� 	( �� 	�,� #�E;� Z  
Any kind of queries/RTIs pertaining to this recruitment will be entertained according to Record Retention and Disposal 

Policy of NPCIL. 
 

K�Vl��A�  ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 

*� 	m,� �) ��
�	P� O;) �! �°4d9�E� / 	((�9 �4 ��,-��, �� �) ($ /,?�A�A*�	$ ()
��*+ www.npcil.nic.in �� ह! ��	C� / a�% 	�E #�E�;) Z  
All further announcements/details pertaining to this process will only be published/provided on NPCIL Website 

www.npcil.nic.in from time to time. 

 
"��!� (����") Manager (HRM) 

�� ' ������� �	
� �	����� �� ������ ������  

For  Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited 

���� ������ �����घ� Madras Atomic Power Station 

�M���� ('�������) Kalpakkam- 603 102 (T.N.) 

 

“����	�	����, ��@ ��'��� �V "�'�����' ��� �� ���� ह'� ����� ��'� ह0  
`� ��ह�� &Z�[5�8 �V #
$� ��� �  ��A "VU���ह' ���� ��'� ह0” 1 

“NPCIL strives to have a work force which reflects gender balance and women candidates are 

encouraged to apply” 
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NUCLEAR POWER-AN INEVITABLE OPTION 

 


